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ABSTRACT 

The usual approach for estimating the locations of transmission line shunt faults 
has been to measure the apparent impedance to the fault from a line terminal and convert 
the reactive component of the impedance to the line length. Several methods, that use the 
fundamental frequency voltages and currents measured at one or both line terminals, for 
estimating the locations of transmission line faults have been proposed in the past. These 
methods are not suitable for non-homogeneous distribution lines with tapped loads. 

This thesis presents a technique that estimates the location of a distribution line 
shunt fault. Intermediate load taps and non-homogeneity of the line are taken into 
account. Distributed parameter model of the line and voltage dependent load models are 
used. The loads up to the fault are considered independently and the loads beyond the 
fault are assumed consolidated at the remote end. The load constants, describing the 
change in load impedance with voltage, are computed from the pre-fault load voltages and 
currents. The apparent location of a fault from the line terminal is first estimated by 
computing the impedance from the fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors, 
and converting the reactive component of the impedance to line length. The sequence 
voltages and currents at the nodes up to the fault are calculated and the sequence voltages 
at the remote end are expressed as a linear function of the distance to the fault. The 
sequence voltages and currents at the fault are also expressed as functions of the distance 
to the fault as well as the impedances of loads beyond the fault. An equation for the 
impedance at the fault is then obtained and its imaginary component is equated to zero. 
This provides a non-linear equation which is linearized and solved using an iterative 
approach. 

Results from computer simulations of single and multi-phase faults on a 25 kV line 
of the Saskpower system are presented. The results indicate that the proposed technique 
works well for fault resistances that are of magnitudes comparable to the line impedance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid growth of electric power systems during the second half of this century, has 

resulted in a large increase of the number of lines in operation and their total length. 

Because of their exposure to the elements, lines are subjected to faults frequently. The 

faults are caused by storms, lightning, snow, freezing rain, insulation breakdown and short 

circuits caused by birds and other external objects. Shunt faults, such as single-phase-to 

ground faults, are experienced more frequently compare to the multi-phase faults. They 

are usually accompanied with sudden changes in system operating states. In most cases, 

electrical faults manifest in some sort of mechanical damage which must be repaired before 

returning the line to service to restore supply to the customers. The restoration can be 

expedited if the location of a fault is either known or can be estimated with reasonable 

accuracy. 

Accurately estimating the locations of line faults has, therefore, been a subject of 

interest to electric power utility engineers and researchers for over twenty-five years. 

Almost all the research done so far, has been aimed at finding the locations of transmission 

line faults. This is mainly due to the impact of transmission line faults on the power 

system and the time required to physically check the line. Of late, the location of faults on 

distribution lines has started receiving some attention because of public pressure on the 

utilities for providing more reliable power supply. 

1.1 Fault Locating Methods 

For providing continuous and reliable service to the customers, faulted lines must 

be repaired and returned to service in the shortest possible times. Several methods of 

locating transmission line faults have been developed to achieve this objective. The 

primitive method of fault location consisted of visual inspection [1]. The procedure 

involved patrolling the line by foot, automobile or helicopter and inspecting the line 

visually with or without the aid of binoculars. Sectionalizing the line and energizing it in 

parts has been used to reduce the length of the line that must be inspected. 

1 
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Surge-operated targets on line towers and tracer currents have been used to further assist 

in locating faults. These procedures are slow, inaccurate, expensive and unsafe during 

adverse weather conditions. Other methods, proposed in the past used, annunciator 

ammeters, magnetic links and automatic oscillographs [1]. These methods are also not 

used widely, because they require considerable preparatory work and skill; they are time-

consuming and accuracy of their results is low. 

Another previously proposed approach for estimating the locations of transmission 

line faults consists of using voltages and currents measured at one or both terminals of a 

line. The methods that use this approach, can be divided into three categories. The 

methods in the first category are based on the phenomenon of traveling waves [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

On the inception of a fault, voltage and current traveling waves start from the fault point 

and travel towards the line terminals. The methods are accurate but are complex and 

difficult to apply. The accuracy of these methods depend largely on the accuracy of the 

estimated values of line parameters (line inductance and capacitance) and, to some degree, 

the network configuration. 

The methods in the second category use the high frequency components of 

currents and voltages [5, 6] caused by the sudden change in the system voltage and the 

voltage and current waves traveling between the fault and the line terminals. The methods 

are complex and expensive because they require specially tuned filters. The methods in 

the third category use the fundamental frequency voltages and currents at the terminals of 

a line and parameters of the line [7, 8]. These methods consist of calculating line 

impedances as seen from the line terminals and estimating, from the calculated 

impedances, distances of the faults from the line terminals. These methods have been 

implemented using analog as well as digital hardware including microprocessors. The 

methods are simple and economical compared to those based on the traveling wave theory 

and high frequency components and are, therefore, popular among electric power utilities. 

However, the presence of fault resistance adversely affects the accuracy of these methods 

when energy sources feed a fault from both terminals of a line. The estimation errors are 

large because fault resistances appear to have both resistive and reactive components 

when power sources are connected to both terminals of the line. 

Utilities at present, estimate fault location in distribution lines by computing 

impedance to the fault point from post-fault voltage and current values or by using 
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portable fault locators. While the former method fails to provide estimates with 

reasonable accuracy, the latter is cumbersome and time-consuming. 

1.2 Importance of the Fault Locators 

Fault locators are very useful when lines are long and run through inaccessible 

areas where patrolling is difficult and time-consuming. Also, visual inspection is difficult 

during adverse weather conditions and, therefore, reliance has to be placed on fault 

locators for providing much needed fault location estimates. 

Fault locators provide estimates for both sustained and transient faults. Qenerally, 

transient faults cause minor damage that is not easily visible on inspection. Fault locators 

help identify those locations for early repairs to prevent recurrence and consequent major 

damages. In this manner, fault locators make a definite contribution towards increasing 

the availability and security of electric power systems. 

1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 

The objectives of the research reported in this thesis were 

• to develop a technique for determining the type of fault and identify faulted phases. 

• to develop a simple and accurate technique for estimating shunt fault locations in radial 

distribution lines using the fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors at the 

line terminal. 

• to eliminate the effect of fault resistance on the accuracy of the estimates of the fault 

locations. 

• to eliminate the effect of the loads on the accuracy of the estimates of the fault 

locations. 

• to test the accuracy of the proposed technique by simulating faults on a Saskpower 

distribution line. 
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis presents a simple technique that accurately locates shunt faults on a 

radial distribution which has loads tapped along its length. The proposed method uses the 

fundamental frequency components of voltages and currents measured at the line terminal, 

the sequence impedances of the line, the length of the different sections, the loads and 

their characteristics. 

The thesis is organized in seven chapters and eight appendices. The first chapter 

briefly reviews the past activities in the area of fault location, present methods used for 

locating distribution line faults, the importance of fault locators and the objectives of the 

research. It also describes the organization of the thesis. 

In Chapter 2, different types of shunt faults experienced on a line are described. 

The effects of fault resistance and tapped load on the accuracy of location estimates is 

discussed. The knowledge of these effects is later used in developing a suitable fault 

location technique. 

Chapter 3 reviews the previously proposed fault location techniques. These 

techniques use fundamental frequency components of voltages and currents measured at 

the line terming. 

A new technique is developed in Chapter 4. This technique estimates the locations 

of a shunt fault in a radial distribution line from the estimated fundamental frequency 

phasors estimated from the measured voltages and currents at the line terminal. The 

technique is suitable for estimating locations of single and multi-phase shunt faults. 

The technique was tested using voltages and currents obtained by simulating faults 

on a Saskpower distribution line. The test results are reported in Chapter 5. 

A brief summary and conclusions drawn from this project are reported in 

Chapter 6. Possible future work on the subject is also described. References are listed in 

Chapter 7. 

This thesis also contains eight appendices. Appendix A describes the symmetrical 

components representation of shunt faults discussed in Chapter 2. Appendix B presents 

the Least Error Squares (LES) algorithm used for estimating phasors. Appendix C 

describes the static response type load models. Appendix D presents the voltage-current 
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relationship at the line terminals. Appendix E presents the simulation software used for 

generating the fault data. Appendix F describes the anti-aliasing filter used for pre-

processing data obtained from simulation studies. Appendix G lists the Saskpower system 

data used in simulating line faults. Appendix H provides additional test results. 



2. LINE FAULTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Methods for locating line shunt faults have been briefly introduced in Chapter 1. 

The necessity of estimating fault locations has also been discussed. As stated in 

Chapter 1, the objective of this project is to develop an accurate but simple technique for 

locating shunt faults on radial distribution lines that have load taps along the line. This 

chapter briefly reviews the generally experienced shunt faults. Fault resistance and its two 

major components, arc and ground resistances, are described. The effects of fault 

resistance and load on the estimation of fault locations are also discussed. 

2.2 Shunt Faults 

Transmission and distribution lines experience faults more often than the faults 

experienced by other power system equipment [9, 10, 11]. Most line faults are caused by 

insulation failure resulting in single and multi-phase short circuits and short circuits to 

ground. For a three-phase line, shunt faults are classified in the following four catagories. 

1. Single-phase-to-ground faults. 

2. Two-phase-to-ground faults. 

3. Phase-to-phase faults. 

4. Three-phase faults. 

More than eighty percent of all faults are single-phase-to-ground faults. All faults, except 

the three-phase faults, cause power systems to operate in unbalanced modes. The use of 

symmetrical component theory [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] makes it convenient to study the 

operation of the system during such conditions. 

6 
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2.2.1 Single-phase-to-ground faults 

The following three types of single-phase-to-ground faults are experienced. 

1. Phase A-to-ground faults. 

2. Phase B-to-ground faults. 

3. Phase C-to-ground faults. 

The single line diagram of these faults are shown in Figure 2.1 (a). In this figure, Rf is the 

fault resistance. Using the symmetrical component theory, it can be shown that a 

single-phase-to-ground fault can be represented by the sequence network diagram shown 

in Figure 2.1 (b). The derivation of this circuit is given in Appendix A. 

2.2.2 Two-phase-to-ground faults 

Two-phase-to-ground faults are of the following three types. 

1. Phase B and phase C-to-ground faults. 

2. Phase C and phase A-to-ground faults. 

3. Phase A and phase B-to-ground faults. 

The single line diagram of these faults are shown in Figure 2.2 (a). When fault resistances 

R fl and R f2 are equal, a two-phase-to-gmund fault can be represented by the sequence 

network diagram shown in Figure 2.2 (b). 
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Figure 2.1. Single-phase-to-ground faults experienced on three-phase lines. (a) Types 

of faults. (b) Sequence network diagram with faulted phase as reference. 
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Figure 2.2. Two-phase-to-ground faults. (a) Types of faults. (b) Sequence network 

diagram with unfaulted phase as reference. 

2.2.3 Phase-to-phase faults 

Three types of phase-to-phase faults that can be experienced on lines are as 

follows. 

1. Phase B-to-phase C faults. 

2. Phase C-to-phase A faults. 

3. Phase A-to-phase B faults. 

These faults are shown in Figure 2.3 (a). In this figure, Rf is the fault resistance. Using 

the symmetrical component theory, it can be shown that a phase-to-phase fault can be 

represented by the sequence network diagram shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 
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Figure 2.3. Phase-to-phase faults. (a) Types of faults. (b) Sequence network diagram 

with unfaulted phase as reference. 

2.2.4 Balanced three-phase faults 

Three-phase faults that have equal fault resistances in the three phases are called 

balanced three-phase faults. These faults can be further divided into two categories; those 

involving ground and those not involving ground as is shown in Figure 2.4 (a). The 

ground connection is of no major significance in an otherwise balanced three-phase 

system. A balanced three-phase fault can be represented by the sequence network 

diagram shown in Figure 2.4 (b) or Figure 2.4 (c) depending on the ground connection at 

the location of the fault. 
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Figure 2.4. Balanced three-phase faults. (a) Types of faults. (b) Sequence network 

diagram for fault with ground. (c) Sequence network diagram for fault 

without ground. 
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2.3 Fault Resistance 

A fault resistance consists of two major components, arc resistance and ground 

resistance [15, 16, 17]. It is either constant for the entire duration of a fault or it varies 

with time due to the elongation of the arc and its ultimate extinction. In phase-to-phase 

faults, fault resistance is entirely due to resistance of the arc. However, for faults 

involving the ground, fault resistances are composed of both the arc and ground 

resistances. The ground resistance includes resistances of the contact between conductor 

and ground, and tower footings and the resistance of the ground path for the flow of 

current in the ground. 

2.3.1 Arc resistance 

Arc resistance depends on the length of the arc and the current in it as is suggested 

by the following equation [16]. 

where: Rarc 

L arc 

If 

8750 Larc 
Rarc 

L4 

I
f 

is the arc resistance in ohm. 

is the length of the arc in feet in still air. 

is the r.m.s. fault current in amperes. 

(2.1) 

Arc length is initially equal to the spacing from the conductor to the tower or between two 

conductors but increases due to elongation of the arc caused by cross wind, convection 

and electromagnetic propagation. It has been suggested that arc resistance can be 

expressed in terms of conductor spacing, wind velocity and time as follows [16]. 

where: d 

U 

Tarc 

R arc 
8750 (d +3UTarc) 

r1.f4 

is the conductor spacing in feet. 

is the wind velocity in miles/hour. 

is the duration of arc in seconds. 

(2.2) 
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This equation should be applied with care because there are limits to which an arc can 
stretch without either restriking or extinguishing. 

2.3.2 Ground resistance 

If overhead ground wires are insulated or are not used, the ground resistance is the 
sum of the tower footing resistance at the fault location and the resistance of the current 
path through the ground from the fault to the source. Electric utilities measure and record 
data on tower footing resistances and ground resistivities. If overhead ground wires are 
used, the resistances of the ground path, the tower footings and ground wires form lattice 
networks reducing the total ground resistance. 

In the case where a conductor breaks and falls to the ground, the dominant 

resistance in the fault circuit is the resistance of the contact between the conductor and the 
path of the current through the ground. The ground-contact resistance depends on the 
geology along the ground path and moisture in the soil. The contact resistance also 
depends on the conductor voltage; it takes finite voltage levels to cause the surface 
insulation to breakdown. Generally, the ground-contact resistances are larger than the 
tower footing resistances. 

Fault resistances range from a few ohms to large values. In case of inter-phase 

short circuits, fault resistances are small and do not exceed a few ohms. However, fault 

resistances are much larger for ground faults because tower footing resistances can be up 
to 10 ohms or even higher. For some ground faults, fault resistances are exceptionally 
large, such as, contact with trees or a broken conductor lying on dry pavement. 

2.4 Effect of Fault Resistance on Fault Location Estimates 

Methods that estimate fault locations from impedance measurements are adversely 
affected by the fault resistance if a line fault is fed from both line terminals. During a fault, 
a radial distribution line with motor loads at the end of the line is equivalent to a line 

connected to energy sources at both terminals. This is due to the fact that motors behave 
as generators for sometime after the inception of the fault [11, 12, 18]. Similarly, if there 
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are motor load taps along a radial distribution line, it is equivalent to a line connected to 

multiple energy sources. 

A single phase line that is connected to a source at one end only and supplies no 

load is shown in Figure 2.5 (a). In this case, the fault resistance appears to be almost 

resistive to a fault locator that monitors voltages and currents at the source end of the line. 

This is because the line charging currents during faults are negligible and, therefore, 

current at the fault locator is equal to the current in the fault. The impedance seen from 

the fault locator terminal can be mathematically expressed as 

Zm = Vm =SZ -FRf , 
Imf 

mn (2.3) 

where: Z. is the impedance measured at bus M, 

Vm is the voltage during the fault at bus M, 

is the current flowing in the line at bus M and in the fault at F, 

s is the distance of the fault from bus M, expressed as a fraction of the line 

length, 

Zn. is the total line impedance and 

Rf is the fault resistance. 

It is clear from this equation that the impedance, Z„,, , is made up of the line impedance 

from bus M to the fault and the fault resistance. The reactive component of Z. is 

independent of the fault resistance and s can, therefore, be calculated as follows. 

Im(Z.) 
S= 

Im(Z.) 
(2.4) 

The effect of fault resistance discussed above is also shown in the phasor and 

R — X diagrams of Figure 2.5. This figure shows that the impedance seen by the fault 

locator (at bus M) is greater in magnitude than the impedance of the line from bus M to 

fault. However, the reactive component of the apparent impedance remains equal to the 

reactive component of the line impedance from bus M to the fault. This procedure, 

therefore, provides accurate estimates of fault locations if the fault current is fed from one 

line terminal only. 
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Figure 2.5. Effect of the fault resistance on the fault location estimates on lines with 

single-ended feed and no-loads. (a) The single line diagram. (b) The 

phasor diagram showing line current and voltage at bus M. (c) The 

equivalent R — X diagram. 
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If both terminals of a line are connected to energy sources and energy is 

transported on the line, the fault resistance appears to the fault locator as impedance that 

has both resistive and reactive components. For explaining this phenomenon, consider the 

single-phase system shown in Figure 2.6. 

The impedances calculated from the fundamental frequency voltages and currents 

at the two line terminals can be expressed as 

f
and 

Zn 

V. = = sZnin +R,H 
mf 

V If 
, 

of i ni 

Zn = sZ.n +Rf H 
I 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where: Vn, and Vn are the voltages at buses M and N respectively during the fault, 

/mf and I,. are the currents flowing in the line at buses M and N 

respectively and 

if is the fault current flowing into the fault at F . 

If the. fault currents /mf and J. are phase shifted, as is the case in Figure 2.6 (b), 

Equations 2.5 and 2.6 would be represented on the R — X plane as in Figure 2.6 (c). 

Current in the fault resistance is phase displaced from the currents at the line terminals. 

Because of these phase displacements, fault location estimate obtained from the 

fundamental frequency voltage and current measured at the line terminal, M, is smaller 

than the actual distance of the fault. The estimates obtained at bus N is larger than the 

actual distance of the fault from bus N. These discrepancies occur even if the reactive 

components of the observed impedances are used for estimating the fault locations. 
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nf 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2.6. The effect of fault resistance on the fault location estimates for lines with 

double-ended feed. (a) The single line diagram. (b) The phasor diagram of 

currents. (c) The R — X diagrams. 
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2.5 Effect of Load Taps on Fault Location Estimates 

Loads in distribution lines can introduce significant errors in estimating fault 

locations. This, however, depends on the fault resistance and size and characteristics of 

the loads. A single phase line that is connected to a source at one end and feeds two loads 

is shown in Figure 2.7. 

R F N 
 o 

I mf ,mx•••••• 
Vr

R1 In

Figure 2.7. A distribution line with tapped loads, experiencing a fault. 

The fault current If can be mathematically expressed as follows. 

I f =Inv —1,—In

Vn

(2.7) 

where: If is the fault current flowing into the fault at F. 

is the line current during the fault at bus M. 

/r and In are the load currents during the fault at nodes R and N 

respectively. 

Voltages, Vr and Vn , at nodes R and N respectively, largely depend on the fault 

resistance, line impedance and loads. During a fault, load currents, Ir and In at nodes R 

and N respectively, depend on the voltages, V,. and Vn , and also on the characteristics of 

the loads. For a large value of the fault resistance, Rf , Vr and Vn could be large enough 

to make the load currents comparable to the fault currents. This will introduce substantial 

errors in measuring the fault distance. 
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2.6 Summary 

Shunt faults such as single-phase-to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase 

and balanced three-phase faults have been described in this chapter. Fault resistance and 

its major components, arc and ground resistances, have been identified and discussed. The 

effects of fault resistance and load taps on fault location estimates for lines have been 

presented. It is shown that methods that estimate fault location from the impedance 

measurements are seriously affected by the presence of a fault resistance if a line is fed 

from both terminals. In such a case, the fault resistance appears to be an impedance, that 

has both resistive and reactive components. If there are tapped loads, the currents 

measured at the line terminals do not represent the currents at fault. This usually 

introduces substantial errors in the estimates of the fault distance. 



3. FAULT LOCATION METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

The shunt faults generally experienced on lines have been reviewed in Chapter 2. 

Substantial research has been done in the past to estimate the location of shunt faults on 

transmission lines. The methods proposed so far for lines fed from both terminals can be 

classified into two categories. The first category includes the methods that use 

measurement from one terminal of the transmission line. The methods in the second 

category use measurements taken from both terminals. Methods have also been proposed 

in the past for estimating fault locations on radial transmission lines. 

Since the objective of the research conducted for this project is to estimate the 

locations of faults on lines which are fed from one terminal only, the following algorithms 

proposed for use in this situation are reviewed in this chapter. 

1. Reactive component algorithm. 

2. Takagi et al. algorithm. 

3. Richards and Tan algorithm. 

4. Srinivasan and St-Jacques algorithm. 

3.2 Reactive Component Algorithm 

The reactive component algorithm [16] estimates the reactance of the line from its 

terminal to the fault and then converts the calculated reactance to a distance in 

kilometers/miles. This method has already been discussed briefly in Section 2.4. 

Sant and Paithankar [19] estimated locations of transmission line faults by 

calculating the ratio of the reactive component of apparent impedance to the reactance 

of the line. This algorithm uses steady state fundamental frequency voltages and currents 

during the fault at one terminal of the line to estimate the apparent impedance. While 

developing the algorithm, authors assumed that the line is connected to a source at one 

20 
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end only and the method is, therefore, valid for such situations. However, the location 

estimates are not accurate if the line is connected to sources that contribute towards the 

fault currents. 

Sant and Paithankar [20], also studied the effect of line capacitances on the fault 

location estimates. They assumed that the line is lossless and fault resistance is negligible. 

Both assumptions are not valid and, therefore, the fault location estimates obtained by 

using this approach are likely to have large errors. 

3.3 Takagi et al. Algorithm 

Takagi et al. [21] suggested an algorithm that uses the pre-fault fundamental 

frequency voltages and currents and the fundamental frequency voltages and currents 

during the fault measured at a line terminal. This approach uses the Thevenin's equivalent 

of the faulted system and obtains an estimate of the distance to a fault. 

The single phase circuit of Figure 3.1(a) can be represented by two equivalent 

circuits, one representing the pre-fault load flow case and the other representing the 

Thevenin's equivalent of the faulted system. These equivalent circuits are shown in 

Figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c) respectively. Two components of the currents during the fault 

can be calculated by using the following procedure. 

1. Calculate the pre-fault currents from the system shown in Figure 3.1(b). 

2. Calculate the fault-currents and their distribution from the system shown in 

Figure 3.3(c). This is the Thevenin's equivalent circuit in which all voltage 

sources have been short circuited and an equivalent voltage source has been 

applied at the fault location F. The voltage of the equivalent source is equal in 

magnitude and opposite in sign to the pre-fault voltage at F. The currents in 

the line at buses M and N due to this voltage source are /„,f and /nf

respectively. 

From the fault point, 

VI  =lfRf = (ID. + i f2 )Rf (3.1) 
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Figure 3.1. (a) Single line diagram of a system experiencing a fault at F . 

(b) Equivalent circuit for the system for calculating the pre-fault currents 

and their distribution. (c) Equivalent circuit for the system for calculating 

the fault currents and their distribution. 
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Vf and // I are expressed using values which can be measured at bus M. 

Vf = Vm cosh(y mn lmf ) — Zcnn/mf sinh (ymn Imf ) (3.2) 

V 
f1 =  Zs suth (y„,„ lmf)— I mf cosh (ymn l„°) (3.3) 

mn 

where: /mf is the distance from bus M to the fault. 

Vm is the voltage at bus M during the fault. 

/4 is the fault current flowing in the line at bus M. 

Vf is the voltage at the fault F. 

If is the fault current. 

/p is the fault current contribution from bus M. 

I f2 is the fault current contribution from bus N. 

Vm is the difference between the pre-fault voltage and the voltage during the 

fault at bus M. 

Imf
 

is the difference between the pre-fault line current and the line current 

during the fault at bus M. 

I ft is the difference between the pre-fault and fault current contribution from 

bus M. 

is the difference between the pre-fault and fault current contribution from 

bus N. 

Rf is the fault resistance. 

zmn is the line impedance per unit length. 

Zs is the line surge impedance. 

ymn is the propagation constant per unit length of the line. 

Fault current i f is expressed as a multiple of If . as follows. 
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(3.4) 

If and 0= Arg (i) (3.5) 
/fl 

Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 are rearranged and the following equation is obtained. 

Vm - I mf )= (--ILtanh(y„,,, 1„,f )—i )TileieRf (3.6) 
Zs

From Equation 3.6, and Rf are eliminated as follows. 

[Im V„, - Zsmn/mf tanh(y,,,,, /mf )(-1-7 -1 tanh(ymn /„,f )-/„,f" - je =0 (3.7) 

Assuming that 0 = 0 and tanh(T„m /„,f ).-z- 7„,„ /„,f , (—r-tanh(ymn /„if )) can be 
Z„,„ 

V" 

neglected because it is small compared to (/„if" )*. The following equation is obtained from 

the remaining terms in Equation 3.7. 

lmf = 
Vm(Imf )*)

1111(Zmni mi (44.'11 

(3.8) 

where: zmn = ymnZs (3.9) 

The algorithm proposed by Takagi et al. has weaknesses [22]. Some of these are: 

1. The accuracy of the algorithm depends on the value of the angle 0 used in 

estimating the fault location. In turn, the value of 0 depends on source 

impedances that are not readily known because the system configuration 
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changes from time to time. A good estimate of the system state at the time of 

a fault is, therefore, needed. Also, source impedances can change during faults 

due to switching actions. The fault location estimates obtained by this method 

can, therefore, have substantial errors. 

2. The algorithm uses differences between the pre-fault currents and the currents 

during the fault. The accuracy, is, therefore, affected by the fault current 

decrement due to changing source impedances and by the accuracy of current 

measuring devices. 

3. The algorithm assumes that the fault locating process can be based on single 

phase analysis. Power systems are three-phase systems in which phases are 

mutually coupled. A single-phase fault changes currents in all phases. Also, 

load currents in the unfaulted phases affect the current flows in the faulted 

phase. 

4. Line charging has been neglected. In long EHV lines, line charging currents 

can be appreciable. 

However, the algorithm proposed by Takagi et al. offers substantial improvement over the 

reactive component algorithm if the angle 0 is zero or nearly zero. The improvement is 

due to the method taking into account of pre-fault load flows. 

Schweitzer [22] suggested a method for improving the performance of the 

algorithm proposed by Takagi et al.. The method estimates the angle 0 instead of 

assuming it to be zero. 

The angle 0 is the argument of the fault current distribution factor, r1. The factor, 

, can be determined from the single-phase circuit shown in Figure 3.1(c) as follows. 

(Z„ 
+s 

) If Zinn
- =1+ (3.10) 

Ifr Z 
21— (1— S)) 4- 

Zmn
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where: Zsm is the source impedance at bus M. 

Zs. is the source impedance at bus N . 

Z. is the total line impedance. 

s is the distance to the fault, from bus M, expressed as a fraction of entire 

line length and is given as follows. 

Zmninif 
s = 

Znm 
(3.11) 

Equation 3.10 shows that the argument of n , 8, is zero if the phase angles of all 

impedances are equal. The choice of 8 is, therefore, dictated by the system parameters. 

Schweitzer [22] suggested the following two alternatives. 

1. Use a constant value for the angle 8. This approach is particularly effective 

when phase angles of Zsm and Zs„ are equal. 

2. Determine 0 as a function of s . Use an iterative approach involving Equations 

3.8, 3.10 and 3.11. 

This procedure requires that source impedances be known. The source impedances are 

not readily known and can also change during faults due to switching actions. 

Wiszniewski suggested another algorithm that uses the fundamental frequency 

voltages and currents measured at one terminal of a line [23]. The method is similar to the 

algorithm suggested by Takagi et al. [21]. Wiszniewski assumed that, for most cases, 

phase angle of the fault current distribution factor would be zero. He also suggested that 

the phase angle can either be assumed to correspond to a fault at the far end of the line or 

can be assigned an expected value, considering that fault can occur along the line with 

equal probability. The algorithm also assumes that the fault locating process can be based 

on a single phase analysis. This is not valid for three-phase systems that have mutual 

coupling between phases. Moreover, this method neglects the line charging currents. The 

fault location estimates obtained by this method, therefore, have errors. 

Erikson et al. [24] also suggested a method similar to that of Takagi et al. [21] and 

Wiszniewsld [23]. This method also suffers from the shortcomings of the methods of 

References [21] and [23] and fault locations obtained by this method are not sufficiently 

accurate. 
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3.4 Richards and Tan Algorithm 

Richards and Tan [25] considered the fault location problem as a parameter 

estimation of a dynamic system and compared the response of the physical system with 

that of a lumped parameter model. The Thevenin's equivalent model used in this work 

include system resistances and inductances and an unknown fault resistance as shown in 

Figure 3.2. 

Measurement Point 
Z(p) 

Zm(P)

V abc 

Zr (P) 

Figure 3.2. System model used by Richards and Tan for determining fault locations 

using an optimization approach. 

The parameters of the model are varied until the observed voltages and currents 

match adequately with those obtained from the response of the model. An optimization 

technique is used to obtain fault resistance and location estimates. The method needs an 

accurate network model including transmission lines and sources. The technique is 

iterative in form, is computationally expensive and can not be easily applied at every line 

terminal. 

3.5 Srinivasan and St-Jacques Algorithm 

Srinivasan and St-Jacques [26] suggested a fault location algorithm for tapped 

radial transmission lines. It uses the pre-fault fundamental frequency voltages and currents 

and the fundamental frequency voltages and currents during the fault measured at the line 

terminal. Figure 3.3 shows the model of the transmission systems used by them. 
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The three common types of faults are characterized by Equations 3.12, 3.14 and 

3.16. The distances of the faults are estimated by equating imaginary part of fault 

impedance to zero as in Equations 3.13, 3.15 and 3.17 respectively. 

I mf I fm
sm M -411F— F 

lm f 

tj
1  f v 1 Vf 

Rf T I 

In

t 

Vin 

Limn 

Figure 3.3. Faulted transmission line with load. 

(i) Single-phase-to-ground fault 

1711 +V21 +Vof = +12f + lof )Rf 
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+12f + Iof 

(ii) Phase-to-phase fault 

V11 —V21 = —12f )R1 

( V V 

Im 
f 21 0
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(iii)Balanced three-phase fault 

V11 = /if Rf

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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irri(1 71f 0

l lf 

where: Vif , V21 and Vof 

/if , / 2f an 

Rf

lof 

(3.17) 

are the positive, negative and zero sequence voltages at the 

fault location. 

are the positive, negative and zero sequence fault currents. 

is the fault resistance. 

The authors obtained the following expressions for the sequence voltages and 

currents at the fault from the voltages and currents measured at terminal M (during and 

before fault). 

Vf  = cosh(y„,„/„,f )Vm — sinh (ymini )I„,f (3.18) 

ky.L . ) 1. /mf

V. 1 

[ 

—Zs sinh(y.(L. — /mf )) 1 cosh(y.L.) —Z,`.. sinh(y.L.) r 
Vm

smh(ym.L.)  _ , 
[I f  —Yn —cosh& mn (L. — /mf )) 

Zs 
cos 

(3.19) 

where: / mf is the distance from bus M to the fault, F . 

Lmn is the length of the line. 

Vm is the voltage at bus M. 

Vm is the voltage at node N . 

V f is the voltage at the fault, F . 

/mf is the current in the line at bus M . 

I f is the fault current. 

Rf is the fault resistance. 

Zs is the surge impedance of the line. 

y, is the propagation constant of the line. 

Yn is the admittance of the load at node N . 

The authors used the following static response type load model. 
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Y.= jnT:Gn 
V 

pt.-2 
Vn 

+ jBn LT 
na —2 

H ' 

V 
(3.20) 

where: V„„,,, is the nominal voltage. 

Gn and Bn are the conductance and susceptance respectively at nominal 

voltage. 

n p and nq are the response constants for the active and reactive components 

of the load respectively. 

The load response parameters, np and nq are available either from previous tests or are 

calculated from the load model studies conducted immediately before the inception of the 

fault. 

Substituting for V1 and i f from Equations 3.18 and 3.19 in Equations 3.13, 3.15 

or 3.17, whichever is applicable, an implicit equation in l„ if , is obtained. This equation is 

solved iteratively with Equations 3.19 and 3.20 using the Newton-Raphson technique; an 

initial estimate for /„,f is used to obtain the computations. The authors have mentioned 

that although it is possible to initially estimate the type of fault, it is equally convenient to 

estimate the distance, using all three possibilities and then reject one or two of estimates, 

which are unreasonable. The authors have also suggested an approximate closed form 

solution of the distance of the fault which is obtained by assuming that the transmission 

lines are short and line charging currents can be neglected. 

The authors have also considered load tapped from the line. The procedure is 

straightforward provided the location of the load and its model are known. The loads 

beyond the fault point are consolidated with load at the remote end of the line. The loads 

between the line terminal and the fault are handled by the following procedure. Consider 

the line whose single line diagram are shown in Figure 3.4. 

Voltage and current at R can be expressed in terms of the voltage and current at 

M as follows. 
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yr [cosh(ymn/m„ ) —Zsm. sinh (y„m/m,) 
sinh (7 mn/m, ) 

— cosh(7,,m/m,) 
Zmn 

Vm

Imf 
(3.21) 

I,f =—Inn —Ir (3.22) 

where: 1m, is the distance of the load at R from the terminal M. 
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Figure 3.4. Faulted transmission line with two load taps. 

The V, and I,f from Equations 3.21 and 3.22 are used in place of Vm and Imf m 

Equations 3.18 and 3.19 respectively. Multiple load taps are treated by applying the same 

principle repeatedly. When a fault is detected on a tapped transmission line, it is necessary 

to obtain multiple estimates of the fault distance based on locations of loads with respect 

to fault location. 

The algorithm proposed by Srinivasan and St-Jacques [26] has the following 

weaknesses: 

1. The procedure suggested for the initial estimate, considering all three types of 

faults is computationally expensive. Also, the procedure to be adopted when 

more than one estimates are plausible, is not provided. 
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2. The treatment of tapped loads seems to be incomplete. The suggestion of 

measuring currents at each intermediate tap is expensive and complex. No test 

results from such cases are provided. 

3. The transmission line is considered to be homogeneous. This may not always 

be true. Most of the time, the lines are composed of sections which use 

different sizes of conductors and even different configurations. 

However, the algorithm proposed by Srinivasan and St-Jacques [26] is an improvement 

over earlier methods for estimating the locations of faults on radial transmission lines. 

3.6 Summary 

The algorithms that estimate fault locations from the fundamental frequency 

voltages and currents measured at one terminal of a line have been briefly described in this 

chapter. The problems associated with the algorithms have also been discussed. The 

estimates provided by the algorithms depend on factors such as source impedances, fault 

resistance and tapped loads. A distribution line is generally composed of sections which 

use different sizes of conductors and even different configurations. This is not been 

considered in any of the algorithm discussed in this chapter. Also, the tapped loads have 

not been adequately handled for applying these techniques to practical applications. 



4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

4.1 Introduction 

The fault location methods proposed in the past have been briefly reviewed in 

Chapter 3. They estimate the locations of faults on transmission and/or sub-transmission 

lines using the fundamental frequency voltages and currents at a line terminal. None of the 

methods takes into account the non-homogeneity of circuits encountered in a distribution 

line. The accuracy of these methods, if applied on radial distribution lines, will depend on 

the tapped loads and also on the fault resistance. 

This chapter proposes a simple, accurate and practical technique that estimates the 

location of shunt faults on radial distribution lines. Like the previously proposed 

techniques, the method uses the fundamental frequency voltages and currents measured at 

the line terminal. The apparent location of a fault from the line terminal is first estimated 

by computing an impedance from the fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors; 

the impedance is then converted to its reactive component and finally to line length in 

kilometers or miles. Intermediate load taps and non-homogeneity of the line are taken into 

account. 

4.2 Overview of the Technique 

The proposed technique is described by considering a fault on a distribution line 

whose single line diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. The selected system consists of an 

equivalent source G and the line between nodes M and N. Loads are tapped at different 

nodes and conductors could be of a different type between any two nodes. 

The block diagrams shown in Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the proposed 

technique. Detailed description of the technique is given subsequently in Sections 4.3 to 

4.7. The technique consists of five major steps: 

33 
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1. Data acquisition 

When a fault is detected, the fundamental frequency components of the pre-fault 

voltage and current phasors at node M are saved. The fundamental frequency 

components of voltage and current phasors at node M during the fault are estimated and 

the fault type is determined after a pre-set time has elapsed. These actions are taken 

on-line and are depicted in the Figure 4.2 (a). The pre-fault and fault data, along with line 

and load parameters, are used in an off-line mode to estimate the location of the fault. 

Necessary line and load parameters are obtained from a database. 

2. Estimating the faulted section 

The sequence voltages and currents at node M, before and during the fault, are 

calculated from the estimated phasors. It is then established that the fault is between 

nodes x and x+ i(= y) by using the line parameters, the type of the fault and the phasors 

of the sequence voltages and currents. 

3. Modeling of loads 

All loads up to node x are considered independently and the loads beyond the 

fault, node F, are assumed consolidated with the load at the remote end, node N. Loads 

are modeled considering their dependency on voltage. The load constants, describing the 

voltage-admittance relationship, are computed from the pre-fault load voltages and 

currents. 

4. Estimating the sequence voltages and currents at the fault and at the remote end 

The sequence voltages and currents at node x during the fault are computed by 

compensating for the load current at each node. This is done by using the voltage 

dependent load model determined in Step 3. The sequence voltages at the remote end are 

then obtained as a function of distance of the fault from node x. The sequence voltages 

and currents at the fault node, F, are also obtained as functions of distance of the fault 

from node x and admittances of consolidated load at the remote end. 

5. Estimating the distance of fault from node x 

Appropriate sequence voltage-current relationships at the fault node are used to 

estimate the distance of the fault from node x; an iterative approach is used for this 

purpose. First estimate of the distance is obtained using the pre-fault sequence 

admittances of the consolidated load at node N. Subsequently, these admittances are 

updated using the new values of the sequence voltages at node N and voltage dependent 
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Figure 4.1. The single line diagram of a distribution line experiencing a fault at F . 
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Figure 4.2. Block diagram of the technique. (a) Data acquisition. (b) Estimating the 

location of the fault. 
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load model determined in Step 3. The procedure is repeated until a converged solution is 

obtained. 

Two more estimates of the distance are obtained by considering that the fault is 

either located between node x —1 and node x or is located between nodes x+1 and x+ 2 

respectively; if there is a reasonable chance of the fault being in those sections. Most 

plausible solution is selected and the location of the fault from the measurement node M is 

estimated. 

4.3 Detection of Faults and Collection of Pre-fault and Fault Data 

First step for estimating the locations of shunt faults on a distribution line is to 

determine the presence of fault and identify its type. If a fault is detected, pre-fault and 

fault data are collected and later used to estimate the location of the fault. This section 

presents a procedure for the detection of faults and collection of pre-fault and fault data. 

4.3.1 Estimating phasors 

The following fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors are estimated at 

node M in real time. 

V - phasor of the phase A-to-ground voltage at node M. 

phasor of the phase B-to-ground voltage at node M. 

V - phasor of the phase C-to-ground voltage at nodeM. 

- phasor of the phase A line current at node M towards node R. 

l b„,-phasor of the phase B line current at node M towards node R. 

l c,- phasor of the phase C line current at node M towards node R. 

The phasors are estimated from the voltage and current samples using the Least Error 

Squares (LES) algorithm [27] described in Appendix B. 
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4.3.2 Fault detection 

The line current estimates during a fault contain both the load components as well 

as the fault components. If one or more of the line currents l a,,,,, l b., and i c,„ are 

greater than a threshold It, it is assumed that a fault has occurred. It is also possible to 

estimate the phasor of the zero sequence current from the phasors of the line currents as 

follows. 

= /c. v. + Ibntr + /cm, (4.1) 

where: /0,„ is the zero sequence component of the line currents. 

The magnitude of the zero seqUence current increases beyond its normal value 

when a ground fault is experienced. If the magnitude of the estimated zero sequence 

current is more than a threshold /tg, it is assumed that one or two phases are short 

circuited to ground. 

4.3.3 Collection of pre-fault and fault data 

When a fault is detected, pre-fault voltage and current phasors are saved from a 

buffer memory. These are the phasors that were calculated one cycle before the inception 

of the fault. This margin is important to avoid an overlap of the pre-fault and fault data. 

Fault data are collected three cycles after the detection of the fault . This is done to 

minimize the effect of current infeed by motors. Type of the fault is determined from the 

fault-current phasors using the logic outlined in Figure 4.3. 

4.4 Estimating the Faulted Section 

The equations needed to calculate the apparent impedance and reactance to the 

fault F from the node M depend on the type of the fault. Voltages and currents during a 

fault are used and the effects of loads and line charging are neglected. The following 

phasors of the sequence voltages and currents at node M during the fault are calculated 
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Figure 43. Flowchart for determining the fault type and the identity of faulted phases. 

by using Equations A.13 to A.18. 

Vom, Vim and V2m - Zero, positive and negative sequence voltages at node M. 

4,,, and /2,„,- Zero, positive and negative sequence line currents at node M. 

Same notations are also used for the pre-fault sequence voltages and currents. However, 

sequence voltages before and during the fault can be distinguished from the context in 

which they are used. This is also applicable to the sequence currents. 
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(a) Single-phase-to-ground faults 

For a phase A-to-ground fault, 

V 
Zm1 =

= Im(Zmi) 

where: Zmi is the apparent impedance from node M to the fault. 

Xml is the apparent reactance from node M to the fault. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The modified reactance of the first section between node M and node R, X:,, is 

computed as 

= Xino. + X °mr— X imr . 
3 

(4.4) 

where: X0mr is the zero sequence reactance of the section between nodes M and R. 

Xlinr is the positive sequence reactance of the section between nodes M and R. 

If the modified reactance, Xm , is less than the apparent reactance then the fault is located 

beyond node R. Modified reactance of the second section is then computed using 

equation similar to Equation 4.4 and added to that of the first section to obtain a 

cumulative modified reactance. If the cumulative modified reactance is less than the 

apparent reactance then the fault is located beyond the first two sections. The process of 

computing the cumulative modified reactance and comparing it with the apparent 

reactance is continued until the cumulative modified reactance is greater than the apparent 

reactance. Thus, the location of the fault, in the section between nodes x and x+1(= y), 

is obtained. 

The apparent location for a phase B-to-ground fault and for a phase C-to-ground 

fault is determined in a similar manner. 
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(b) Two-phase-to-ground faults 

For a phase B and phase C-to-ground fault, 

Vbn, —jam Zrn2g = 
Ibmr

Xm2g =11ri(Zna g) 

where: Zm2g is the apparent impedance from node M to the fault. 

Xm2g is the apparent reactance from node M to the fault. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Using a similar approach as for the single-phase-to-ground faults, the apparent location of 

the fault is determined. However, the positive sequence reactance of each line section is 

used instead of modified reactance. 

The apparent location for a phase C and phase A-to-ground fault and for a phase A 

and phase B-to-ground fault is also determined in a similar manner. 

(c) Phase-to-phase faults 

The apparent locations for phase-to-phase faults are also determined in a similar 

way as for two-phase-to-ground faults. 

(d) Balanced three-phase faults 

For a balanced three-phase fault, 

where: Zm3 

Xm3

Zm3 = Vlm

Ilmr 

Xm3 =1111(Zm3) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

is the positive sequence apparent impedance from node M to the fault. 

is the positive sequence apparent reactance from node M to the fault. 

Using a similar approach as for the two-phase-to-ground faults, the apparent location of 

the fault is determined. 
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4.5 Modeling of Loads 

The effects of the loads are considered by compensating for the load current. The 

loads at a node are assumed to be dependent on voltage. The constants describing the 

voltage-admittance relationship are estimated from the pre-fault load voltages and 

currents. The process consists of the following steps: 

1. Selecting the load model, 

2. Estimating pre-fault loads at all nodes up to x, 

3. Estimating the pre-fault voltages and currents at all nodes up to x and at N and 

4. Estimating the load constants.. 

These steps are described in Sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.4. 

4.5.1 Selecting the load model 

Several models have been suggested in the past [26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] for 

transmission line loads. Similar concepts are applied for modeling loads at the distribution 

level. Static response type models are used for all loads up to node x and also for the 

consolidated load at the remote end. This model is described in Appendix C. The 

sequence admittances and voltages, of the consolidated load, are used in the Equation C.8 

to determine the corresponding load constants. However, the use of static response type 

models for all loads up to node x requires additional modeling depending on the load 

being single-phase or three-phase type. 

(a) Single-phase loads 

A single-phase load is modeled as a single-phase-to-ground fault with the fault 

impedance equal to the load impedance. Sequence networks representation for single-

phase-to-ground faults, described in detail in Appendix A, is used. 

Figure 4.4 shows a single-phase load connected to phase A at node R, and the 

corresponding sequence network diagram. 
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Figure 4.4. A single-phase load at node R and its sequence network representation. 

In this figure: 

VOr, Vir and V2r are the zero, positive and negative sequence voltages at node R. 

' Or, /ir and /2r are the zero, positive and negative sequence load currents at 

node R. 
Zr is the load impedance. 

The phase A voltage at node R in terms of sequence voltages is given by 

Var = VOr +Kr 1- V2r (4.9) 
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where: V, Phase A voltage with respect to ground at node R. 

A single-phase load in phase B or phase C, can also be represented by similar 

sequence networks. 

(b) Three-phase loads 

Three-phase loads are assumed to be balanced loads, and are modeled as balanced 

three-phase faults. Figure 4.5 shows a three-phase load connected at node R, and its 

sequence network diagrams. Development of the sequence diagrams have been discussed 

in detail in Appendix A. 

B 

:1 

'TG  T T IV2r 

IVOr 
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Sequence 
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_LC Zero 
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Figure 4.5. A three-phase balanced load and its sequence network representation. 
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4.5.2 Estimating the pre-fault loads at all nodes up to the fault 

Once the possible location of fault between nodes x and x+1 is established, pre-

fault loads at the nodes up to node x are estimated. These are obtained by apportioning 

the total pre-fault load based on connected load. For example, Load at node R is given by 

the following equation. 

Load at node R= 
Connected load at node R 

x Total pre - fault load 
Total connected load 

(4.10) 

The information on the connected load is available from the load database. The 

total pre-fault load is estimated from the pre-fault voltage and current phasors at node M 

and reactive power required for line charging at nominal voltage. 

In the case of switching-into-a-fault and on auto-reclosing, pre-fault load currents 

are zero and total pre-fault load can not be estimated as described. In such situations, 

total pre-fault load is assumed. When a line is energized by an auto-reclosure, the system 

configuration is assumed the same as the configuration before the auto-reclosure tripped. 

The pre-fault load is assumed same as, before the auto-reclosure is tripped. For a 

switching-into-a-fault, the total pre-fault load is assumed a certain percentage of the total 

connected load. 

4.5.3 Estimating the pre-fault voltages and currents at the nodes 

The voltages and currents at the terminals of the distribution line section, shown 

in Figure 4.6, are described in Appendix D and are given as 

Vr 1 B„,r Vm

[1,,1=[C, 
(4.11) 

The pre-fault sequence voltages and currents at node R are obtained by using 

corresponding values in Equation 4.11. The pre-fault load currents at node R are 

obtained by using the following procedure depending on either single or three-phase loads. 
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igure 4.6. Distribution line section between nodes M and R. F

(i) Single-phase loads 

The pre-fault load impedance is calculated from the apparent power drawn by the 

load, 5, , using 

2 zr 1,, 
Is, I 

(4.12) 

In the absence of the knowledge of the power factor of the load , a reasonable value can 

be assumed, say between 0.8 to 0.88 (lag) for induction motor loads. The pre-fault load 

admittance, Yr, and the sequence currents can then be estimated using 

1 
Y, = — and 

Z, 

y VOI +V ir +172r 
'Or = 1 11' = 12r = 3Z,. • 

(ii) Three-phase loads 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Three-phase loads are assumed 'to be balanced loads and load admittances are 

computed for load in one-phase in a similar manner as that of a single-phase load. The 

pre-fault sequence currents of a three-phase load at node R are given as 

VOr 
1V' 2V 'lOr = and /2r = 

Zr Zr Zr
(4.15) 
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The currents at node R, as shown in Figure 4.7, are related by the following 

equation. 

-1- 

Ilr 

L Vr 
' F 0 

A 
D 

-1—

Figure 4.7. The voltage and currents at node R. 

= /r (4.16) 

where: /1 . is the current flowing towards fault from node R. 

Ir is the load current at node R. 

(a) Pre-fault sequence voltages and currents at all nodes up to x 

Using equations similar to Equations 4.11 and 4.16 for each sequence component 

and for all sections up to node x; the pre-fault sequence voltages and currents at node x 

are obtained. 

(b) Pre-fault sequence voltages and currents at the remote end 

The pre-fault sequence voltages and currents at node N are estimated by assuming 

that all loads beyond node x are consolidated with the load at node N , as in Figure 4.8. 

x + 1(= y) X 
0 

tV x

N -1(= W) nI N

vn
0 
A 
D 

Figure 4.8. The pre-fault voltages and currents at nodes N and x. 
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These voltages and currents are related to the node x voltages and currents by the 

following equation 

Fvn-u-1 BAyi r Bwnir xi 
Lc,, L c,„„, 

where: Vn and In

Vx and /xi

are the voltages and currents at node N . 

are the voltages and currents at node x. 

(4.17) 

Bey and Cx, are the constants of section between node x and x+1(= y). 

Bwn and Cwn are the constants of section between node N —1(= 147) and N. 

The voltages and currents at node N are estimated for each sequence component 

using Equation 4.17. The sequence admittances are estimated using 

v
An 

Vn

4.5.4 Estimating the load constants 

(a) At all nodes up to x 

(4.18) 

Using the appropriate model, load constants proportional to the conductance and 

susceptance are estimated. These constants and voltages are used to estimate load 

admittances and sequence currents during the fault. The load constants G, and B,, for a 

single-phase load, are estimated using the pre-fault voltage, the load admittance and 

appropriate values of load response constants np and nq in Equation C.8. The values of 

np and nq are available from load database. The load constants for each of the single-

phase loads of a three-phase bank are considered same and are computed for one of them 

in a similar manner as that of a single-phase load. 

(b) For the consolidated load at the remote end 

The load constants proportional to the load conductances and susceptances for each 

sequence component are estimated using voltages and admittances obtained from 

Equations 4.17 and 4.18 in Equation C.8. 
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4.6 Estimating Voltages and Currents at the Remote End and at the 

Fault 

This section describes the procedure for estimating the sequence currents at the 

fault node F and the sequence voltages at nodes F and N during the fault. For this 

purpose, the sequence voltages and currents at node x are first estimated. 

The sequence voltages and currents at node R during the fault are obtained by 

using corresponding values in Equation 4.11. The sequence load currents at node R 

during the fault are obtained by using the single or three-phase load model. 

For single-phase loads, the load admittances, impedances and the sequence 

currents during the fault are estimated using Equations C.8, 4.13 and 4.14 respectively. In 

case of a three-phase load, the phase voltages during the fault are calculated from the 

sequence voltages using Equations A.13 to A.15. Using the phase voltages and load 

constants in Equation C.8, admittances for all three single-phase loads during the fault are 

estimated. The load current in each phase is then calculated. The sequence components 

of load currents are estimated using Equations A.3 to A.5. 

The currents at the node R , towards the fault, are then calculated using Equation 

4.16. Using Equations similar to 4.11 and 4.16 for each sequence component and for all 

sections up to node x; the sequence voltages and currents at node x during the fault are 

obtained. 

The sequence voltages and currents at node x are estimated with phase A as 

reference irrespective of the type of fault, to simplify computations. However, depending 

on the type of fault, these voltages and currents are converted, if necessary, to the 

sequence voltages and currents with either phase B or phase C as reference as per 

Table 4.1. 

The sequence voltages and currents at node F during the fault are also estimated 

by assuming that all loads beyond node x are consolidated with the load at node N. This 

is shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Table 4.1. Selection of the reference phase depending on the type of fault. 

Phase A reference Phase B reference 
I 

Phase C reference 

A-to-ground 
B and C-to-ground 
B-to-C 
Balanced three-phase 

B-to-ground 
C and A-to-ground 
C-to-A 

C-to-ground 
A and B-to-ground 
A-to-B 

Figure 4.9. The voltages and currents at nodes F and N during the fault. 

The voltages and currents at nodes F and x are related by 

where: s 

[Vf ] . [ 1 sBxy][Vx ] 

I fx sCxY —1 Ixf
(4.19) 

is the distance to the node F from node x, expressed as a fraction of 

section length between nodes x and x +1(= y), and is given as 

I = sLxY (4.20) # 

The sequence voltages and currents at nodes N and F during the fault are related 

by the following equation. 

(4.21) 
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Equation 4.21 is restated as 

v„ 1_1- 1 

L 
(1— s)Bxy 1 rAe Be rvf

4 o-s)cxy -1 - ] L Lce De ill fni' 
(4.22) 

where: Ae ,B,,Ce and De are the equivalent constants of the cascaded sections 

between nodes x +1(= y) and N . 

Rearranging Equation 4.22, the following equation is obtained. 

[V„] [Ka + sK b K, + sK dir f

Ke 

] 

—In + sK f Kg + sKb fn

where: K' s are complex constants, and are given as 

Ka = Ae +CeBxy, 

Kb =—Ceilzy, 

= Be + DeBxy, 

Kd =—DeBxy, 

Ke = AeCxy —Ce, 

K f = —AeCxy, 

Kg = BeCxy — De and 

Kh = —BeCxy. 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

The relationship of currents at node F , as shown in Figure 4.9, is given by the following 

equation. 

If„ = —If

Substituting I fn from Equation 4.25 , Equation 4.23 can be restated as 

V„ = Ka + sK b K, + sK d i vf 
L 

1+1-Ka +sKb ,+sKdiF 0 
Ke  Kg +sKbiL—Ifx] [Ke +sKf Kg + sic JL—If

• 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

Substituting Vf and Ifx from Equation 4.19 and rearranging, Equation 4.26 is restated as 
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[ V„ 

—In =

[Ka + sKb + sKd

Ke +sKf Kg + sKh

[ 1 sBxy][K] 

—sCxy 1 14. — f 

+ sKd

Kg + sKh i. 

Substituting i n and rearranging , Equation 4.27 can be restated as 

(4.27) 

Vn Ke + sKd  [Ka + sKh Kc + sKd [ 1 sBxy ][Vx
f 

l
. L-V„Y„ + I Kg + sKh Ke + sK f Kg + sKh —sCxy 1 I 

(4.28)

Rearranging Equation 4.28 and neglecting order 2 and higher terms in s , the following 

equation is obtained. 

Ke +sKd][Vni sKi Kc +sKi][Vx[1 

—Y„ Kg + sKh If

[Ka + 

Ke +sKk Kg + sKi Ixf

where: K' s are complex constants, and are given as 

Ki = Kb—Kcc ky, 

Ki =Kd +KaBxy , 

Kk =Kf —KgCxy and 

KI = Kb+KeBxy. 

Rearranging Equation 4.29, the following equation is obtained. 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Vn 

[

1 

i 

Kg + sKh sKd Ka + sKi +sKi I 

[ xf 1 K g + sKh +Yn(Ic + sKd) Yn 1 Ke +sKk Kg + sK1 /7

(4.31) 

Neglecting order 2 and 

If

Vn

higher terms 

1 

in s , Equation 4.31 can 

[K„,+sK„ sKp ][Vx] 

Kg + sK r + sK u

be 

14- 

restated as 

(4.32) 
Kv + sic 

where: K' s are complex constants, and are given as 
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Km = KgKa — KcKe, 

Ku = KhKg +KgKi —KdKe —KcKk, 

Kp = KIX + KgKi —KdKg —Kc

Kq =Y,,K„+ Ke, 

Kr =Y,,Ki + Kk, 

Ku =Y,,Kj +Ki, 

K, =Y,,Kc + Kg and 

Ku, =Y„Kd + K h. 

(4.33) 

The constants Km - Kw, calculated using Equation 4.33, are used to compute the 

voltages at node N and the fault currents at node F . From Equations 4.19 and 4.32, the 

sequence voltages and currents at fault node F are given as 

VO f = Vox + SBoxy1 oxf , 

Vif =V1x + Sk ryiix f , 

V2f = V2x SB2xy12xf , 

1 
' of = 

• Kov+sKow 
{(Kon+sKor)Vox+(1(0„+sKou)104-), 

1 .  f = 1 {(Kl a  + Cl r )V1 x  (K1v + sKiu )Ibi and 
▪ K1„+sKiu, " 

1 uv  v  Nu iv  v  NT
12f = tkil.2„ -I- Sit 2r v 2x + k it 2v + Siv 2u p 2xf 

• K 2v + sK 2w

From Equation 4.32, the sequence voltages at node N are given as 

von 

yin 

v2n 

1 
{(Kom +sKon )Vox= 

Kov +sKow

1 
{(Kim +sKin )Vix + = 

Kiv +sKiw

1 
{(K2ru + SK2u )V2x

K2v +sK2w

+ SKopioxf 

sKip/ixf ) and 

+ sK2p12xf ). 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 
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4.7 Estimating the Location of the Fault 

This section describes the procedure used for estimating s , the distance to the 

fault F from node x, expressed as a fraction of section length between nodes x and 

x+1(= y). The voltage-current relationships at the fault, for different types of faults, have 

been described in detail in Appendix A. Those relationships and the resistive nature of the 

fault impedance are used to estimate the distance S . 

4.7.1 Single-phase-to-ground faults 

The voltage-current relationship • for single-phase-to-ground faults at the fault is 

given by the following equation. 

Vof 1-V2f =(Iof +I2f)Rf 

where: Rf is the fault resistance. 

Equation 4.36 is restated as 

Vof +V11 +1121  =Rf  • 
lOf +12f 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

Equating imaginary parts of both sides of Equation 4.37, the following equation is 

obtained. 

IM  j
(17 or + 111f +V2f) =0

Iof  +1.2f 
(4.38) 

Substituting the sequence voltages and currents in Equation 4.38 from Equation 4.34, the 

following equation is obtained. 
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( 

Im 
(Vox + *Vi  + 1/2x )+ S(Boxyl oxf + B xyl ixf + B 2xyl bf ) 

1 
 ((Koq + SKor W ox + (Kot, + &Ku  )104 + 
K ot, + SKow

1 

K1, + 
sKiw (K g + &Kir )1i + (Kh, + Sic V bf ) 

1 

k. K2v + sK2w 

{(K2 q  ISK2 r  )V2 x  
+(K 2,

+sK2 u )12 a 9} 

=0 

(4.39) 

Rationalizing Equation 4.39, the following equation is obtained. 

((vox +VI.x +V2x)+ S(BOxyl.0# Blxylixf B2xy12xf)) 

Im 
((KIN + sKow)(Kh, + sK b„)(K 2„ + sK 2w)) 

— 0 (4.40) 
(Kh, + sKi,„)(K2, + sK 2,,)((Koq + sK 0,.)Vox + (K 0, + sK 0.)10#)+ 

(K2, + sK2w)(Ko, + sK q + slCir )Vix + (Kh, + sKi.)Iixf ) + 

+ sK ow)(Ki, + sKiw){(K2q + sK2r )V2x + (K2, + sK 20124-) j

Neglecting order 2 and higher terms in s , Equation 4.40 can be restated as 

KAIm(  + SK B ) 0, (4.41) 
K c + sK D

where: KA - KD are complex constants and are given as 
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KA = (Vox Vlx V2x)(IC ovK ivK 2v ) 

KB = [(VOx +Vlx V2x){K1v(K2vK Ow + K2wK0v) (K1wK OvK2v)}]+ 

[(Boxy I oxf 131x),I1xf B2xyl2xf)(KovKivK 20], 

Kc = t(KivIczy )(Koeivox +Kovio#))+ 
{(K2vKov)(KiqVix + K1vl uf )} + 

{(KovKiv )(K2gV2x + K2,/24.)) and 

KD = {(KIX 2v)(K OrVOx K Oui 04) 4' (K1vK2w K1wK2v)(1C oqVox KOvl Oxf)} 

{(K2vK ov)(KirVix ixf) (K IX ow + K2wK ov)(KiqVix Kivh xf)) 

i(K ovKiv)(K2rV2x K2uI2xf) (KovKiw K owKiv)(K 2072x + K2vI2xf)}. 

(4.42) 

The complex constants KA - KD are expressed into real and imaginary components as 

KA = K AR -I- jK 

KB =KBR + NB!,
KC K CR + NCI and 

KD = KDR + iKDI° 

Rationalizing Equation 4.41, the following equation is obtained. 

(4.43) 

{(KAR + sKBR ) + AKA' + sKB1 )){(Ka? + sKDR )— j(Ka  + sKD1 )) 
0 (4.44) Im 

((Ka? + sKDR ) + j(Ka  + sic)/ )}{(iCcR + sKDR + &Kat )) 

Equation 4.44 is restated by the following equation, neglecting order 2 and higher terms 

ins. 

(K + sK Bi )(Ka? + sK DR ) —(K AR + sK BR )(Ka  + sK D )= 0 (4.45) 

Rearranging Equation 4.45 , the following equation is obtained. 

KARKa  — KA/Ka? 
s = (4.46) 

(K CRK BI KCI K BR) + (K DRK AI — K DI KAR
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The iterative solution of s is obtained using the following steps: 

1. The complex constants Km, Kn and K,, are computed using Equation 4.33. 

2. The complex constants Kq — Kw are computed using the pre-fault admittance of 

consolidated load at node N in Equation 4.33. 

3. The complex constants KA,KB,Kc and KD are computed using the values of 

Kg,K,.,Ku,K, and Kw, computed in Step 2, in Equation 4.42. 

4. The value of s is obtained from Equation 4.46 by using the complex constants 

KA,KB,Kc and KD computed in Step 3. 

5. The voltages at node N are computed using the complex constants computed in 

Steps 1 and 2 and the value of s computed in Step 4 in Equation 4.35. 

6. The new voltages at node N , are used to obtain updated sequence admittances of 

consolidated load by using Equation C.8. 

7. The complex constants Kq — K„, are updated using new values of admittance of 

consolidated load at node N, computed in Step 6, in Equation 4.33. 

8. The complex constants KA , KB, IQ and KD are updated by using the values of 

and lc, computed in Step 7, in Equation 4.42. 

9. The value of s is obtained from Equation 4.46 using the updated complex 

constants KA,KB,Kc and KD computed in Step 8. 

10. The convergence of s is checked. If the convergence is not obtained then the 

voltages at node N are updated using the complex constants computed in Steps 1 

and 7 and the value of s computed in Step 9, in Equation 4.35. The procedure is 

repeated, starting with Step 6, until a converged solution of s is obtained. 
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4.7.2 Two-phase-to-ground and phase-to-phase faults 

Voltage-current relationship, for two-phase-to-ground faults, at the fault is given 

by the following equation. 

V1f 
- V2 f R

/if — 2 f 
(4.47) 

Voltage-current relationship, for phase-to-phase faults, at the fault is given as 

vl f - V2 f  R f 

/ f / 2 f 2 
(4.48) 

Equating imaginary parts of both sides of Equation 4.47, the following equation is 

obtained. 

IM  
(V1 f V2 f 

=0

111-121 

(4.49) 

Equation 4.49 is also obtained by equating imaginary parts of both sides of Equation 4.48. 

Substituting the sequence voltages and currents in Equation 4.49 from Equation 4.34, and 
rationalizing, Equation 4.46 is obtained. The complex constants KA - KD are given as 

KA = (Vlx - V2x)(KlvK2v)2 

KB = (V1x - V2x)(KivIC2w+KiwK2v)+(Bixylixf B22y12xf)(K1vK2v), 

Kc = K2v(KiqVix +Kivlb,f )—Kiv (K2gV2x + K2v/ 2xf ) and 

KD = {K2v(Kirlix+Kiiiiixf)+K2w(KiqVix+KivIixf)) -

{Kw(K2r172x+K2412#)+ Klw(K2q172x+ K2v1231)}-

(4.50) 

Following the same procedure as for single-phase-to-ground faults, the distance s is 

solved by iteration. 

Equation 4.50 is also obtained from Equation 4.42 by substituting 
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vex = —1/2x,

121f =—I2xf, 

Vox = ioxf =0, 

Ka„ =1 and 

Kow = O. 

(4.51) 

Two-phase-to-ground faults and phase-to-phase faults can, therefore, be considered as 

special cases of single phase-to-ground faults for finding the distance s . The equations 

used for single-phase-to-ground fault can also be used in these cases, by setting 

appropriate values of parameters given by Equation 4.51. 

4.7.3 Balanced three-phase faults 

The voltage-current relationships, for balanced three-phase-faults, at the fault is 

given by the following equation. 

V =I R lf lf f 

Rearranging Equation 4.52, the following equation is obtained. 

yif R

Ilf 

f

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

Equating imaginary component of both sides of Equation 4.53, the following equation is 

obtained. 

im(v11. = o 
Ilf 

(4.54) 

Substituting the sequence voltages and currents in Equation 4.54 from Equation 4.34, and 
rationalizing, Equation 4.46 is obtained. The complex constants KA - KD are given as 
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K A = VlxK lv 

KB =li xKiw -F BuyIby-Kiv, 

Kc = KiqVix +Kivl bcf and 

K D = KlrVlxK1u11 ° 

(4.55) 

Following the same procedure as for single-phase-to-ground faults, the distance s is 

solved by iteration. 

Equation 4.55 is obtained from Equation 4.50 by substituting 

V2x 12x1 =0, 

K2, =1 and 

K2,, =O. 

(4.56) 

Balanced three-phase faults can, therefore, be considered as a special case of two-phase-

to-ground faults and phase-to-phase faults for finding the distance s . The equations used 

for single-phase-to-ground faults can also be used in this case, by setting appropriate 

values of parameters given by Equations 4.51 and 4.56. 

4.8 Summary 

A new technique for estimating the locations of distribution line shunt faults have 

been presented in this chapter. Load currents at different taps are estimated. All loads 

beyond the fault are assumed consolidated at the end of the line. Static response type load 

models have been used. Non-homogeneity of the line is taken into account. The apparent 

location of a fault from the line terminal is first estimated by computing impedance from 

the fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors, and then converting the reactive 

component of the impedance to line length. The estimation of the location of the fault is 

based on the apparent location of the fault, voltage-current relationship at the fault, and 

the resistive nature of the fault impedance. An iterative approach has been used for 

finding the location of the fault. The technique estimates the location of single-phase-to-

ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and balanced three-phase faults. 



5. TESTING THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

5.1 Introduction 

A digital technique for estimating locations of distribution line shunt faults has 

been presented in the previous chapter. The technique which is applicable for single-

phase-to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and balanced three-phase fault 

situations was tested to evaluate its suitability. 

Data for these tests were generated by simulations performed using the EMTDC. 

The simulation software is briefly described in Appendix E. Several programs were 

developed for testing the proposed technique. A program, the acquisition module, was 

developed for estimating the fundamental frequency voltages and currents at the line 

terminal and for detecting the type of fault. This program processes the input data using 

an anti-aliasing filter, described in Appendix F. It then estimates the fundamental 

frequency components of voltages and currents using a least error squares algorithm, 

described in Appendix B. Another program, the evaluation module, was developed for 

estimating the fault locations from the information provided by the acquisition module, the 

line and load data. Simulations were performed on the UNIX-based SUN SPARC 

workstation and the programs were tested using the VAX, UNIX and IBM compatible 

(MICROSOFT and SVS) FORTRAN compilers available at the University of 

Saskatchewan. All four platforms take less than a minute to execute the evaluation 

module which is intended to be executed in an off-line mode. 

Several fault locations and fault resistance values were used in the tests. The 

results obtained by the proposed technique were also compared with the actual values and 

the values obtained by using the reactive component method. The results are presented in 

this chapter. The sample distribution system used in the simulations is described as well. 

Some details of tests conducted to evaluate the proposed technique are also provided. 

60 
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5.2 Distribution System Selected for the Studies 

A SaskPower distribution circuit, shown in Figure 5.1, was selected for the studies 

reported in this chapter. The 23.0 mile long line between nodes 1 and 11 consists of 

sections of different lengths and different types of conductors. There are single or three 

phase load tapped at all nodes except nodes 3, 4, 5 which were created to divide the 10 

mile long section between nodes 2 and 6 into four equally spaced sections and node 10 

which is the junction of two sections made of different types of conductors. An equivalent 

source, G, was connected to node 1. The parameters of the distribution line, the 

equivalent source and the loads are given in Appendix G. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

L L L L L L L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A A A A A A A 
D D D D D D D 
# # # # # # # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 5.1. A single line diagram of the SaskPower distribution circuit. 

All the line sections were modeled by equivalent pi networks and all loads were 

modeled as voltage dependent loads. The compositions of loads and their response 

constants are given in Appendix G. The load response constants of the equivalent load at 

node 11, for faults at different locations, were chosen after considering the types of loads. 

These are also given in Appendix G. 

It was assumed that pre-fault and fault data collected by acquisition module will be 

transmitted to the evaluation module over a suitable communication system. For the 

studies reported in this thesis the data were stored in a file. 
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5.3 Studies Conducted 

Single-phase-to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and balanced three-

phase faults were applied on the distribution line shown in Figure 5.1. Faults were applied 

at all nodes (node 1 to node 11). Different fault resistance values were used. The 

procedure described in Chapter 4 was used for estimating the location of faults. Results 

for phase A-to-ground, phase A and phase B-to-ground and phase C-to-phase A are 

reported in the following sections. Additional test results are given in Appendix H. 

5.3.1 Single-phase-to-ground faults 

The proposed technique was tested for estimating the location of single-phase-to-

ground faults. A fault resistance of 0.05 ohm was used in these cases. The fault locations 

estimated by the proposed technique are listed in Table 5.1. The actual fault locations and 

the fault locations estimated from the reactive components of the apparent impedance are 
also listed. All distances recorded in the table are from node 1. Estimation errors, 

expressed as percentage of the line length, were calculated and are shown in Figures 5.2. 

The results indicate that the distances of faults estimated by the proposed technique are 

substantially more accurate than the distances estimated from the reactive components of 

apparent impedances. 

These studies were repeated using fault resistances of 5.0, 10.0, 25.0 and 50.0 

ohms. The estimated fault locations are listed in Tables 5.2 to 5.5. The actual fault 

locations and the fault locations estimated from the reactive components of the apparent 

impedances are also listed in the tables. All distances shown in the tables are from node 1. 

Estimation errors, expressed as percentage of line length, were calculated and are shown 
in Figures 5.3 to 5.6. 

In all these cases, the distances of the faults estimated by the proposed technique 
are substantially more accurate than the distances estimated from the reactive components 
of the apparent impedances. The results also indicate that the proposed technique provides 
estimates of fault locations within 1.2% of the line length when the fault resistances are 
0.05, 5.0 and 10.0 ohms. For a 25.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation errors are less 
than 2.5% of the line length. For a 50.0 ohm fault resistance , the estimation errors are 

less than 4.2% of the line length. 
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Table 5.1. Fault location estimates for the single-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.001 0.0 

1.5 1.502 1.498 

4.0 3.996 3.997 

6.5 6.474 6.466 

9.0 8.937 9.000 

11.5 11.382 11.491 , 

14.0 13.563 14.009 

17.2 16.555 17.182 

18.7 17.940 18.723 

21.5 20.526 21.497 

23.0 21.781 23.048 

1 

o 

0 

-1  
a a 0 x 

x Reactive Component 
Method 

0
. x 

0 

x 

0 0 0 0 

-4 ° Proposed Technique 

-5 x 
-6 

4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.2. Estimation errors for the single-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 0.05 ohm. 
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Table 5.2. Fault location estimates for the single-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.028 0.018 

1.5 1.444 1.507 

4.0 3.889 4.007 

6.5 6.325 6.500 

9.0 8.749 9.038 

11.5 10.956 11.549

14.0 13.309 14.051 

17.2 16.284 17.213 

18.7 17.663 18.857 

21.5 20.193 21.650 

23.0 21.537 23.170 

0
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x x -1 

-2 
Reactive Component 

o -3 Method
-4 ' 
_5  ° Proposed Technique 

-6

-7  

0 0 0 

x 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.3. Estimation errors for the single-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 5.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.3. Fault location estimates for the single-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.015 0.017 

1.5 1.428 1.505 

4.0 3.829 4.007 

6.5 6.224 6.491 

9.0 8.613 9.052 

11.5 10.840 11.568 . 

14.0 13.163 14.066 

17.2 16.118 17.218 

18.7 17.483 18.972 

21.5 20.061 21.751 

23.0 21.395 23.277 

2-
1 -
OR x 0 

-1 
-2-, 
-3 Reactive Component 

W
-4 - ' Method 
-5 
_6 , ° Proposed Technique 

-7 

0 0 

x 

0 

x 

-8 . . . I . ►

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.4. Estimation errors for the single-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 10.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.4. Fault location estimates for the single-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.224 0.0 

1.5 1.643 1.386 
4.0 3.980 3.883 

6.5 6.301 6.398 

9.0 8.622 9.042 

11.5 10.915 11.560
14.0 13.170 14.044 

17.2 16.311 17.135 

18.7 17.784 18.979 

21.5 20.330 22.007 

23.0 21.755 23.557 

3 

1.5 

0 

-1.5 

6, -3 
x Reactive Component 

41 -4.5 

-6 

x 
0 6 0 0 0 0 

x 

-7.5 

-9 

Method 

° Proposed Technique 

x 
x 

0 

0 
0 

x 

0 

x 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.5. Estimation errors for the single-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 25.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.5. Fault location estimates for the single-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 1.259 0.0 

1.5 2.653 1.083 

4.0 4.950 3.567 

6.5 7.229 5.867 

9.0 9.504 8.979 

11.5 11.794 11.411

14.0 14.016 14.024 

17.2 16.837 16.891 

18.7 18.151 19.059 

21.5 20.616 22.372 

23.0 21.903 23.960 

x 
x 

0 0 

Reactive Component 
Method • 

x ° Proposed Technique 

0 

0 
x 

0 

0 

0 

x 
x 

0 4 8 12 16 20 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

24 

Figure 5.6. Estimation errors for the single-phase-to-ground faults, when fault 

resistance is 50.0 ohm. 
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The reason for the increase in errors with increased fault resistance is attributed to 

the fact that the effect of loads are not totally compensated by the proposed technique. 

With an increase in fault resistance, the fault current reduces, and the load current 

increases and consequently, the error increases. 

53.2 Two-phase-to-ground faults 

The proposed technique was also tested for estimating locations of two-phase-to-

ground faults. Fault resistances used in these studies are listed in Table 5.6. The fault 

locations estimated by the proposed technique are listed in Tables 5.7 to 5.11. The actual 

fault locations and the fault locations estimated from the reactive components of the 

apparent impedance are also listed in the tables. Estimation errors, expressed as a 

percentage of the line length, were calculated and are shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.11. 

Table 5.6. Fault resistances selected for the 

two-phase-to-ground faults. 

R1*(ohm) Rg*( ohm ) 

0.05 0.0 

5.0 0.0 

10.0 0.0 

25.0 0.0 

50.0 0.0 

* Refer to Figure A.2, for definition of Rf and Rg. 

The results indicate that the distance of the faults estimated by the proposed 

technique are substantially more accurate than those estimated from the reactive 

components of apparent impedances. The results also indicate that the proposed 

technique provides estimates of fault locations within 0.7% of the line length when fault 

resistances are 0.05, 5.0 and 10.0 ohms. For a 25.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation 

errors are less than 2.0% of the line length. For a 50.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation 

errors are less than 4.5% of the line length. 
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Table 5.7. Fault location estimates for the two-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.001 0.0 

1.5 1.531 1.499 

4.0 4.099 3.980 

6.5 6.679 6.499 

9.0 9.264 8.990 

11.5 11.441 11.502

14.0 13.907 13.998 

17.2 17.018 17.213 

18.7 18.469 18.717 

21.5 21.163 21.533 

23.0 22.122 23.042 

2 

1 

0a

x
x 

x 
6 0 0 0 

-1 

W -2 

-3 

-4 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

x Reactive Component 
Method 

° Proposed Technique 

0 0 0 

x 
0 0 

x 

x 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.7. Estimation errors for the two-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 0.05 ohm. 
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Table 5.8. Fault location estimates for the two-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.086 0.0 

1.5 1.445 1.458 

4.0 3.996 3.962 

6.5 6.543 6.517 

9.0 9.086 8.969 

11.5 11.101 11.506

14.0 13.519 14.026 

17.2 16.584 17.260 

18.7 18.005 18.806 

21.5 20.317 21.580 

23.0 21.676 23.093 

1 

0 6 x 
0 0 0 o 0 

-1  
-2 x Reactive Component x 

o _3 Method x 

° Proposed Technique 

-5 x 

-6 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.8. Estimation errors for the two-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 5.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.9. Fault location estimates for the two-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.082 0.0 

1.5 1.419 1.349 

4.0 3.924 3.886 

6.5 6.426 6.438 

9.0 8.531 8.908 

11.5 10.918 11.463

14.0 13.299 13.954 

17.2 16.331 17.252 

18.7 17.536 18.861 

21.5 20.126 21.569 

23.0 21.462 23.079 

0 

-1 
e -2 

t. -3 
-4 r.1.1 
-5 

-6 

-7  

x 

• Reactive Component 
Method 

o Proposed Technique

0 0 

x 
x 

0 
o o 

x 

x 

4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.9. Estimation errors for the two-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 10.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.10. Fault location estimates for the two-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.326 0.0 

1.5 1.738 1.080 

4.0 4.037 3.641 

6.5 6.370 6.161 

9.0 8.703 8.576 

11.5 11.041 11.099 
14.0 13.411 13.656 

17.2 16.729 16.990 

18.7 18.118 18.703 

21.5 20.714 21.581 

23.0 22.228 22.819 

2 

1 

3 

-4 

x 

Reactive Component 
Method 

° Proposed Technique 0 

0 

x x 

0 

0 

x X 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.10. Estimation errors for the two-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 25.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.11. Fault location estimates for the two-phase-to-ground fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 2.053 0.0 

1.5 3.423 0.772 

4.0 5.767 3.376 

6.5 8.114 5.890 

9.0 10.458 8.098 

11.5 12.839 10.620 ° 

14.0 15.118 13.132 

17.2 16.317 17.065 

18.7 19.368 18.052 

21.5 21.852 21.293 

23.0 23.208 21.978 

-6 

-9 

x x 

x Reactive Component 
Method 

° Proposed Technique 

0 0 0 

x 
x 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 4 8 12 16 20 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 
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Figure 5.11. Estimation errors for the two-phase-to-ground faults when the fault 

resistance is 50.0 ohm. 
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5.3.3 Phase-to-phase faults 

The proposed technique was also tested for estimating locations of phase-to-phase 

faults. Once again fault resistance values of 0.05, 5.0, 10.0, 25.0 and 50.0 ohms were 

used. The estimated fault locations are listed in Tables 5.12 to 5.16. The actual fault 

locations and the fault locations estimated from the reactive components of the apparent 

impedance are also listed in the tables. The estimation errors, expressed as a percentage 

of the line length, were calculated and are shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.16. 

The results indicate that the distances of the faults estimated by the proposed 

technique are substantially more accurate than those estimated from the • reactive 

components of apparent impedances. The results also indicate that estimation .errors are 

within 1.0% of the line length when fault resistances are 0.05, 5.0 and 10.0 ohms. For a 

25.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation errors are less than 2.4% of the line length and 

for a 50.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation errors are less than 4.6% of the line length. 

53.4 Balanced three-phase faults 

The proposed technique was tested for estimating locations of balanced three-
phase faults. Fault resistance values used are the same as listed in Table 5.6. The 

estimated fault locations are listed in Tables 5.17 to 5.21. The actual fault locations and 

the fault locations estimated from the reactive components of the apparent impedance are 

also listed in the tables. The estimation errors, expressed as a percentage of the line 

length, were calculated and are shown in Figures 5.17 to 5.21. 

The results indicate that the distances of the faults estimated by the proposed 

technique are substantially more accurate than those estimated from the reactive 

components of apparent impedances. The results also indicate that estimation errors are 
within 1.25% of the line length when fault resistances are 0.05, 5.0 and 10.0 ohms. For a 
25.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation errors are less than 2.3% of the line length and 
for a 50.0 ohm fault resistance, the estimation errors are less than 3.5% of the line length. 
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Table 5.12. Fault location estimates for the phase-to-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.030 0.0 

1.5 1.561 1.502 

4.0 4.049 3.982 

6.5 6.503 6.499 

9.0 8.998 8.991 

11.5 11.490 11.503

14.0 13.981 13.998 

17.2 17.145 17.210 

18.7 18.662 18.708 

21.5 21.374 21.496 

23.0 22.849 22.989 

0.5 

x 
0

x 

0 

Reactive Component 
Method 

° Proposed Technique 

0 
x 

o o 0 

x 

0 

x 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.12. Estimation errors for the phase-to-phase faults when the fault resistance is 

0.05 ohm. 
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Table 5.13. Fault location estimates for the phase-to-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.016 0.041 

1.5 • 1.471 1.541 

4.0 4.001 4.043 

6.5 6.441 6.543 

9.0 8.888 9.046 

11.5 11.363 11.557

14.0 13.835 14.069 

17.2 16.979 17.296 

18.7 18.447 18.830 

21.5 21.176 21.607 

23.0 22.634 23.100 

0.6 - 

0 0 0 0 

0x x 
x 

x 

0 

x 
x 

x Reactive Component 
Method 

o Proposed Technique 

0 

x 

0 
0 0 0 

-1.8  
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 

Actual Distance of the Fault ( Miles ) 

Figure 5.13. Estimation errors for the phase-to-phase faults when the fault resistance is 

5.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.14. Fault location estimates for the phase-to-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.069 0.070 

1.5 ' 1.444 1.570 

4.0 3.963 4.073 

6.5 6.341 6.572 

9.0 8.801 9.077 

11.5 11.260 11.597 . 
14.0 13.716 14.120 

17.2 16.843 17.373 

18.7 18.302 18.944 

21.5 21.012 21.706 

23.0 22.257 23.208 

1.5 - 

0 0 0 0 
0 x , x x 

e x x 
, , x . 

-1.5 
o ' x Reactive Component . . 

.w Method , 
-3 

-4.5 

Proposed Technique 

0 0 0 

x 

0 

x 

0 0 

x 

x 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
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Figure 5.14. Estimation errors for the phase-to-phase faults when the fault resistance is 

10.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.15. Fault location estimates for the phase-to-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.036 0.095 

1.5 1.450 1.595 

4.0 3.845 4.105 

6.5 6.266 6.583 

9.0 8.688 9.086 

11.5 11.112 11.639 

14.0 13.526 14.200 

17.2 16.607 17.535 

18.7 18.040 19.241 

21.5 20.628 21.964 

23.0 22.015 23.468 

3 
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Figure 5.15. Estimation errors for the phase-to-phase faults when the fault resistance is 

25.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.16. Fault location estimates for the phase-to-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.315 0.140 

1.5 1.769 1.651 

4.0 4.156 4.120 

6.5 6.540 6.537 

9.0 8.919 9.021 

11.5 11.308 11.630 

14.0 13.674 14.256 

17.2 16.706 17.785 

18.7 18.107 19.753 

21.5 20.692 22.308 

23.0 22.054 23.823 
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Figure 5.16. Estimation errors for the phase-to-phase faults when the fault resistance is 

50.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.17. Fault location estimates for the balanced three-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.015 0.0 

1.5 1.532 1.498 

4.0 4.075 3.794 

6.5 6.633 6.499 

9.0 9.201 8.890 

11.5 11.775 11.495 . 

14.0 14.340 13.889 

17.2 17.284 17.211 

18.7 18.793 18.631 

21.5 21.609 21.513 

23.0 23.115 22.865 

2 

4-1 0 o 

-1 

°x
x
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x Method 

° Proposed Technique 
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0 0 
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Figure 5.17. Estimation errors for the balanced three-phase faults when the fault 

resistance is 0.05 ohm. 
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Table 5.18. Fault location estimates for the balanced three-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.076 0.0 

1.5 1.454 1.428 

4.0 4.01 3.881 

6.5 6.569 6.431 

9.0 9.132 8.861 

11.5 11.697 11.420

14.0 14.311 13.890 

17.2 17.04 17.182 

18.7 18.526 18.561 

21.5 21.293 21.451 

23.0 22.769 22.834 I 
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Figure 5.18. Estimation errors for the balanced three-phase faults when the fault 

resistance is 5.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.19. Fault location estimates for the balanced three-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.043 0.0 

1.5 1.447 1.374 

4.0 4.006 3.830 

6.5 6.564 6.357 

9.0 9.120 8.795 

11.5 11.282 11.332

14.0 13.748 13.771 

17.2 16.897 17.055 

18.7 18.364 18.473 

21.5 21.090 21.304

23.0 22.153 22.778 
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x 
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Figure 5.19. Estimation errors for the balanced three-phase faults when the fault 

resistance is 10.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.20. Fault location estimates for the balanced three-phase fault 

cases when the fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.085 0.0 

1.5 . 1.778 1.234 

4.0 4.139 3.686 

6.5 6.558 6.219 

9.0 8.978 8.638 

11.5 11.406 11.170

14.0 13.627 13.599 

17.2 16.620 16.886 

18.7 18.021 18.310 

21.5 20.617 21.074 

23.0 22.045 22.477 
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00 x 
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Figure 5.20. Estimation errors for the balanced three-phase faults when the fault 

resistance is 25.0 ohm. 
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Table 5.21. Fault location estimates for the balanced three-phase 

fault cases when the fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 1.972 0.0 

1.5 3.383 1.015 

4.0 5.719 3.435 

6.5 8.043 6.040 

9.0 10.365 8.398 

11.5 12.726 11.010 . 

14.0 14.995 13.383 

17.2 17.894 16.788 

18.7 19.229 18.133 

21.5 21.712 20.908 

23.0 23.043 22.195 
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Figure 5.21. Estimation errors for the balanced three-phase faults when the fault 

resistance is 50.0 ohm. 
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5.4 Summary 

The technique for estimating locations of shunt faults on a distribution line 

proposed in Chapter 4 has been tested using simulated fault data. The test results for 

single-phase-to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and balanced three-phase 

faults have been presented. Fault resistances ranging from 0.05 to 50 ohms were used in 

these studies. The reported studies show that the locations of faults estimated by the 

proposed technique are substantially more accurate than the estimates obtained from the 

reactive components of the apparent impedance. The reported studies also revealed that 

the accuracy of the proposed technique is good even if the fault resistances are 

comparable to the line impedances. 



6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary 

A good estimate of a fault location substantially reduces the time required to repair 

the damage caused by the fault. The objective of this research was to develop a simple 

and effective technique that would estimate the location of shunt faults on .distribution 

lines with reasonable accuracy. Work already reported in the literature has been briefly 

reviewed in Chapter 1. Shunt faults experienced on electric lines have been reviewed in 

Chapter 2. Fault resistance and its nature have been described and the effect of fault 

resistance on the estimation of the location of a shunt fault has been discussed. The 

impact of tapped loads on the estimation of a shunt fault location has also been discussed 

in this chapter. 

A review of the previously published literature revealed that several methods use 

the fundamental frequency voltages and currents at one of the line terminals. Also, 

previously published work reported algorithms for estimating the location of faults on 

radial transmission lines with tapped loads. These methods have been briefly reviewed in 

Chapter 3 and it has been shown that they are not suitable for use on radial distribution 

lines which service several single and/or three-phase loads. Also, a majority of the 

distribution lines are composed of sections constructed with different types of conductors. 

A new technique that estimates the location of a distribution line shunt fault has 

been proposed and developed in Chapter 4. The location of a fault from the line terminal 
is first estimated by computing the apparent impedance from the fundamental frequency 

voltage and current phasors and converting the reactive component of the impedance to 
line length. Static response type load models are used. Single-phase and three-phase 
loads are modeled using the symmetrical components approach. Load currents at different 

taps during the fault are estimated from the pre-fault voltages and currents, and calculated 

fault voltages and currents. Voltages and currents at the fault are calculated using 

telegraphic equations as functions of distance of the fault from the source-side node and 

the admittances of the loads beyond the fault. The loads beyond the fault are assumed to 
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be consolidated at the end of the line. The technique is suitable for considering single-

phase-to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and balanced three-phase faults. 

The proposed technique was tested using data of faults on a 25 kV distribution line 

of the Saskatchewan Power Corporation. The data was obtained by simulating the system 

on a SUN SPARC workstation using the EMTDC, a simulation software. Faults were 

applied at different locations of the line and data were generated. The data was then used 

to estimate the fault location using the proposed technique. The studies were repeated 

using several values of fault resistances. Fault location estimates from the reactive 

components of the apparent impedance were also calculated. The technique was tested 

for phase A-to-ground, phase A and phase B-to-ground, phase C-to-phase A and balanced 

three phase faults. The results from these studies are reported in Chapter 5. A study of 

the results indicates that the proposed technique is quite accurate even if the fault 

resistance is numerically comparable to the line impedance. 

6.2 Conclusions 

The material presented in this thesis indicates that the proposed technique is simple 

and accurate and the results obtained with this technique do not depend on the source 

impedance. The on-line component of the proposed technique can be implemented in a 

digital relay used for protecting the line. The off-line component can be implemented as a 

fault analysis package on a personal computer. This facility can be located in the 

substation for analyzing all faults on lines emanating from the substation or it can be 

located in a Control Center for analyzing distribution network faults in the entire power 

system. The results obtained from simulation studies indicate that the proposed technique 

has acceptable accuracy even when the magnitude of the fault resistance is comparable to 

the line impedance. 

The proposed technique, however, has one drawback. The estimation procedure 

described in Chapter 4 is not valid if the fault resistance is zero. In such a case, the arc 

resistance drop reduces to zero, and under these conditions, several equations described 

can not be used. Fortunately, it is practically impossible to have a fault with exactly zero 

resistance and the technique works equally well when the fault resistance is low. 
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Work 

The proposed technique has not been tested with field data. Further work on 

testing the proposed technique using field data would provide a good indication of its 

suitability. If acceptable, this technique could be implemented for estimating fault 

locations on distribution lines. The impact of input data errors on the accuracy of the 

proposed technique is another area that needs to be investigated. Estimating the pre-fault 

loads at taps using a knowledge-based system can also be investigated. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. Representation of Various Shunt Faults 

A.1 Single-phase-to-ground faults 

Consider a phase A-to-ground fault through a fault resistance Rf as in Figure A.1. 

F 

Three 
Phase 
Network 

A 

B 

C 

/af 

=0 

=0 
r. 

Vbf 

vIcf

Rf 

Figure A.1. Fault conditions for a phase A-to-ground fault. 

The fault conditions at the fault point F can be expressed by Equations A.1 and A.2 as 

follows. 

Ibf =Icf = 0 

Vaf =IafRf

where: Iaf ,Ibf and ./cf

V af 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

are the phase A, B and C fault currents into fault at F . 

is the phase A fault voltage at F. 

Using symmetrical component theory [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and phase A as reference; the 

zero, positive and negative sequence components of the fault currents can be obtained as 

follows. 
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, 1 , 
/Of::: -3  (14 -I- r bf + 14.) 

Ii f 
11 

= 
3

(/af + albf +a2Icf) 

r 1 
2 f 

3 
(I r m e + a 2 Ibf+al cf ) 

7̀

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

where: l of ,lif and / 2f are the zero, positive and negative sequence fault 

currents with phase A as reference. 

a= 1L120° = 0.5+ j0.866 is the phasor operator. 

Substituting values from Equation A.1 in Equations A.3 to A.5, it is clear that: 

Iof =lif =12f = 311 (14 ) (A.6) 

Expressing Vaf in its symmetrical components and substituting /af from Equation A.6 in 

Equation A.2 and rearranging, the following equation is obtained. 

V01 +V11+V21 = I01(3R1 ) 

where: V01, Vl f and V21 

(A.7) 

are the zero, positive and negative sequence fault voltages 

of phase A at F 

From Equations A.6 and A.7, it can be said that the three sequence networks are 

connected in series through a fault resistance of 3Rf as shown in Figure 2.1 (b). That is, 

the fault point F of the positive sequence network is connected to the neutral bus of the 
negative sequence network, fault point F of the negative sequence network is connected 
to the neutral bus of the zero sequence network and fault point F of the zero sequence 

network is connected through a fault resistance of 3R1 to the neutral bus of the positive 

sequence network. 

Similarly, phase B-to-ground and phase C-to-ground faults can be represented 
provided phase B and phase C are considered as the reference phases respectively. 
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A.2 Two-phase-to-ground faults 

Consider a phase B and phase C-to-ground fault through fault resistances Rf and 

Rg as shown in Figure A.2. 

F
=0

A 
I 

B 

Three 
Phase 
Network 

R 

Figure A.2. Fault conditions for a phase B and phase C-to-ground fault. 

The conditions at the fault point F can be expressed by Equations A.8 to A.10 as follows. 

IQf = 0 and /bf + /cf = /g

Vbf IbfRf + gRg 

Vcf = cfRf IgRg

where: Vbf and licf are phase B and phase C fault voltages at F. 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

Subtracting Equation A.10 from Equation A.9 and adding Equations A.9 and A.10, the 

following equations are obtained. 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 
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Using symmetrical component theory with phase A as reference and expressing voltages 

and currents with their symmetrical components, following equations are obtained. 

Vaf,  =(V01 + f + V2 f) 

Vbf = (1/0 + a 2 V11 + aV2

Ky. = (V0 f + aVif + a2V2f ) 

I af +1.2f) 

bf = (/of + a2111 + 6d21) 

i cf = (10f + al 11 + a2 121) 

Substituting I af from Equation A.8 in A.16, the following equation is obtained. 

(I of + + 12f) = 0 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

Substituting, Vbf ,Vcf , Ibf  and /cf from Equations A.14, A.15, A 17 and A.18 in Equations 

A.11 and A.12 respectively, and rearranging, the following equations are obtained. 

(V11— I1fRf )=(172f — ) (A.20) 

(21/01 +(a2 + a)(Vi f +172f )) = (21 0 f +(a2 + a)(I f f ))(Rf +2Rg) (A.21) 

Substituting, a2 + a = —1 and (V21 —121/0 from Equation A.20 in Equation A.21 and 

rearranging, the following equation is obtained. 

(1701 — /of (Rf +2Rg))=(.1711 — l u Rf )—(lif + 2 f)Rg (A.22) 

Substituting, /if + /2f = —/of from Equation A.19, in Equation A.22 and rearranging, the 

following equation is obtained. 

(110 — 101(R + 3Rg)) hfRf ) (A.23) 
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From Equations A.20 and A.23, it is clear that: 

(Vif — 4fRf (V2f ./2fRf = (Vof — /of (Rf 3Rs,)) (A.24) 

Hence, from Equations A.19 and A.24, it can be said that there is a parallel connection 

between positive sequence network with a fault resistance Rf  ,, negative sequence network 

with a fault resistance Rf and zero sequence network with a fault resistance Rf + 3R g  as 

shown in Figure 2.2 (b). 

Similarly, phase C and phase A-to-ground and phase A and phase B-to-ground 
faults can be represented provided phase B and phase C are considered as the reference 
phases respectively. 

A.3 Phase-to-phase faults 

Consider a phase B-to-phase C fault through a fault resistance Rf as shown in 

Figure A.3. 

F 

A 

B 

C 
Three 
Phase 
Network 

=0 

R 

Figure A.3. Fault conditions for a phase B-to-phase C fault. 

The conditions at the fault point, F , can be expressed by the following equations. 



Iaf =0 and I bf I cf =0 

Rf Rf 
Vbf — _ icf ( 2

2 
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(A.25) 

(A.26) 

Using symmetrical component theory with phase A as reference and Equation A.25, the 

zero, positive and negative sequence components of the fault current can be obtained as 
follows. 

Iof= (Iaf bf  +I +I cf ) - 0 3 

= 3(a—a2)(11,f ) 

I 2f =—(a—a 2)(lbf) 

From Equations A.27 to A.29, it is clear that: 

/of = 0 and /if = —/2f

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

Expressing Vbf ,Vcf,/bf and /cf in their symmetrical components and substituting 

Vbf,Vcf,Ibf,  and from Equations A.14, A.15, A 17 and A.18 in Equation A.26 and 

rearranging, the following equation is obtained. 

Vlf_Ilf -21-R ) ) = v2 f - (A.31) 

From Equations A.30 and A.31, it can be said that there is a parallel connection between 

positive sequence network with a fault resistance (R1 / 2) and negative sequence network 

with a fault resistance (R1 / 2) as shown in Figure 2.3 (b). Zero sequence network is 

open-circuited. 

Similarly, phase C-to-phase A and phase A-to-phase B faults can be 
represented provided phase B and phase C are considered as the reference phases 

respectively. 
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A.4 Balanced three-phase faults 

Consider a balanced three-phase fault, involving ground, through fault resistances 

Rf and Rg as shown in Figure A.4. 

I 
A 

I 
B 

I 
C 

Three 
Phase 
Network 

Vbf 

Rg

Figure A.4. Fault conditions for a balanced three-phase fault, involving ground. 

The fault conditions at the fault point F can be expressed by Equations A.32 to A.35 as 

follows. 

af A -  I bf + cf = g 

Vaf 7--  af R f - I -  gRg 

Vbf = Ibf R f + IgRg 

VC1 = fRf +I gRg 

(A.32) 

(A.33) 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

Subtracting Equation A.35 from Equation A.34 and adding Equations A.34 and A.35, the 

following equations are obtained. 

Vbf —Vcf = bf — cf)R f 

Vbf +Vet- = bf  + cf)Rf 2IgRg

(A.36) 

(A.37) 
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Using symmetrical component theory with phase A as reference and expressing voltages 

and currents with their symmetrical components, Equations A.13 to A.18 are obtained. 

Substituting, Vbf ,Vcf,Ibf and/cf. from Equations A.14, A.15, A17 and A.18 in Equations 

A.36 and A.37, and rearranging, following equations are obtained. 

(V11—fRf) (V2f —/2fRf) 

(I/of — /of (Rf +3Rg)) = (Vif —41 R1 ) 

Adding Equations A.33, A.34 and A.35, the following equation is obtained. 

Vaf 1-Vbf i-Vcf = af 1- bf I cf)R f +31gRg

Substituting /g from Equation A.32, in A.40, the following equation is obtained. 

Vaf -I-Vbf +Kt  =(Iaf -Flbf Icf XRf +3Rg) 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

Substituting, Vaf ,Vbf,Vcf,I af,lbf and /cf from Equations A.13 to A.18 in Equation A.41, 

and rearranging, the following equation is obtained. 

(1701 —lof (Rf -4-3Rg))= 0 

From Equations A.38, A.39 and A.42, it is clear that: 

(Vif —lifRf )=(V2f —I2fRf )=(Vof f (Rf +3Rg))=0 ) = 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 

From Equation A.43, it can be said that positive, negative and zero sequence networks are 

independent. Positive sequence network with a fault resistance Rf , negative sequence 

network with a fault resistance Rf and zero sequence network with a fault resistance 

Rf + 3Rg, are shown in Figure 2.4 (b). 
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Consider a balanced three-phase fault, without ground, through fault resistance R1

as shown in Figure A.S. Proceeding in a similar way, the fault condition can be 

represented by Figure 2.4 (c). 

A 

B 

C 
Three 
Phase 
Network 

R 

Figure AS. Fault conditions for a balanced three-phase fault, without ground. 

The zero sequence network is open- circuited. There is no connection to ground at the 

fault, therefore, the resistance Rg approaches an infinite value. This can alternatively be 

stated by the following equation which represents the fault conditions at fault point F . 

af Ibf + I cf =0 (A.44) 

Substituting, /4 ,/bf and i cir from Equations A.16 to A.18 in Equation A.44, and 

rearranging, following equation is obtained. 

lof (A.45) 

Positive and negative sequence networks are same as that of balanced three-phase fault 

involving ground. 
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Appendix B. Least Error Squares Algorithm 

Least Error Squares (LES) algorithm [27] is used to estimate the fundamental 

frequency components of the voltage and current signals and it is based on minimizing the 

mean-square error between the actual and assumed waveforms. The voltage and/or 

current waveform is modeled as follows, as a combination of the fundamental frequency 

component, an exponentially decaying dc component and harmonics of specified order. 

N 

V(t) = Voell + I Vn sin(ntoot +On) 
n=1 

(B.1) 

where: v(t) is the instantaneous value of the voltage at time t . 

c is the time constant of the decaying dc component. 

N is the highest order of the harmonic component present in the signal. 

coo is the fundamental frequency of the system. 

Vo is the magnitude of the dc offset at t = 0. 

Vn is the peak value of the nth harmonic component. 

On is the phase angle of the nth harmonic component. 

Expressing the decaying dc component by the Taylor series expansion and retaining the 

first two terms, the following equation is obtained. 

V(t) = Vo -- ( V.c V )t + I vn sin(ncoot + On) (B.2) 

Assuming that each input signal is composed of the fundamental frequency 

component, an exponentially decaying dc component, second, third, fourth and the fifth 
harmonics. For t = t1, Equation B.2 is, therefore, expressed by the following equation. 

v(t1)=1/0 —CY.c )ti +vi sin(cooti + 00+ v2 sin(2co0t1 4-02) 

+V3 sin(3coot1 + 03) + V4 sin(zk)oti +04) 

+V5 sin(50)oh +e5) 

(B.3) 
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Using trigonometric identities, Equation B.3 is rewritten as the following equation. 

v(4 ) = Vo —(V t1 + (VI cos 01) sin (Doti + (VI sin 01) cos coot'

+(V2 cos02)sin 2(1)04 +(V2 sin 02) cos 20)04 

+(1/3 cos 03)sin 3(004 +(1/3 sin 03) COS 30)04 

+ (V4 cos 04) sin 4(004 + (V4 sin 04) cos 40)04 

+ (V5 cos 05) sin 50 0t1 + (V5 sin 05) cos 50)04 

The Equation B.4 is expressed by the following equation. 

v(t1) = a11x1 + a12x2 +anx3 ±aiaxit +aisxs a16x6 +arx7 

+aisxs +a19x9 +anoxio +a1i2x12 

where: x1 = V0, x2 = —V0 / t, x3 = Vt cos OD x4 = V1 sin 01, 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

X5 = V2 COS 02 , X6 = V2 sin 02, x7 = V3 COS 03, X8 = V3 sin 03, 

X9 = V4 COS 04, x10 = V4 Sin 04, X11 = V5 COS05, X12 = V5 sin 05, 

all = = ti, a13 = sin ((D04), a14 = cos((D04), 

a15 = sin (2(D04), a16 = cos(2(D04), a17 = sin (3(D04), a18 = cos(3(D04), 

a19 = sin(4(D04 ), a110 = cos(4(D04 ), am = sin (5(D04 ), a112 = cos(5(D04 ). 

The voltage signal is sampled at intervals of At seconds and the Equation B.5, is rewritten 
as the following equation by substituting t1 = mAt. 

V(MAt) = a m iXi am2X2 a m 3X3 a m 4X4 a m 6X6 a m 7X7 

am8X8 
am9x9 

a m 10X10 a m ilX11 a m 12X12 a m 13X13 

where: At = —1 , 
fs 

L is the sampling frequency. 

m is the sample number. 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 
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The a -coefficients are redefined as follows: 

ami =1, am2 = mAt, am3 = sin(coomAt), am4 = cos(coomAt), a„,5 = sin(2coomAt), 

am5 = sin(2co0mAt), am6 = cos(2coomAt), am7 = sin(30)0mAt), am8 = cos(RoomAt), 

am9 = sin(4oaomAt), ando = cos(4w0mAt), anin = sin(5(00mAt), am12 = cos(SokmAt). 

For a data window of 13 samples the following equation is obtained. 

[A] [X] = [v] 

13x12 12x1 13x1 

The least error squares estimate of [X] is given by the following equation. 

[X] = RATIA]]-1[AT] [v] = [A]+[y] 

where: [A]+ is the left pseudo-inverse of [A]. 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

The elements of the 3rd and 4th rows of [A]+, are the filter coefficients of the LES 

algorithm for estimating the real and imaginary components of the fundamental frequency 

phasor of the signal and are calculated in the off-line mode. 

Sampling frequency for the filter was selected as 720 Hz. A time reference 

coinciding with the seventh sample, of the 13 sample data window, was used. The filter 

coefficients, for estimating the real and imaginary components of the fundamental 

frequency phasor of the signal, are given in Table B.1. The real and imaginary 

components of the fundamental frequency voltage signal are calculated by multiplying the 

filter coefficients with voltage samples. The transfer function of the cosine and sine filters 

in the z -plane is given by 

H(z) = C(1)z-6 +C(2)z-5 +C(3)z-4 + C(4)z-3 + C(5)1-2 + C(6)z-1 C(7) 

+ C(8)z1 + C(9)z2 +C(10)z3 +C(10z4 +C(12)z5 + C(13)z6
(B.10) 

Using appropriate filter coefficients and substituting z = eiwAt in Equation B.10, the 

magnitude response of the LES algorithm is obtained and is shown in Figure B.1. 
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Table B.1. Filter coefficients for the Least Error Squares algorithm. 

Coefficient 
Number 

Cosine Filter 
( Real) 

Sine Filter 
( Imaginary ) 

C(1) 0.31100423 -0.08695652 

C (2) -0.08333333 -0.13709119 

C (3) -0.14433757 -0.09057971 

C (4) -0.16666667 0.00724638 
C (5) -0.14433757 0.07608695 
C (6) -0.08333333 0.15158394 

C (7) 0.00000000 0.15942029 
C(8) 0.08333333 0.15158394 
C (9) 0.14433757 0.07608695 
C(10) 0.16666667 0.00724638 
C (11) 0.14433757 -0.09057971 
C(12) 0.08333333 -0.13709119 

C(13) -0.31100423 -0.08695652 

1.4 - 

1.2 - 

a -cs 0.8 - 

0.6 - 

0.4 - 

0.2 - 

0  

Cosine filter 

Sine filter 

0 60 120 180 240.

Frequency ( Hz ) 
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Figure B.1. Magnitude response of the Least Error Squares algorithm. 

360 
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Appendix C. Static Response Type Load Model 

Static response type models [26] have been found to explain satisfactorily the 

behavior of large composite loads at most points. These can be mathematically expressed 

as 

aPr = n alvrl and 
Pr 11 MI 

aQr = n

Qr Ivri 

where: Pr

Q, 

nP and n q

(C.1) 

(C.2) 

is the active power of the load at node R. 

is the reactive power of the load at node R. 

is the voltage at the node R. 

are the response constants for the active and reactive components 

of the load respectively. 

The relationship between the complex power and voltage can be expressed as follows. 

Pr + 1 Qr = K piVr I nP - jKq I V, I 
nq

(C.3) 

Pr + j Qr =VrIr (C.4) 

where: Kp and Kq are real constants. 

Equating Equations C.3 and C.4, the following equation is obtained. 

Ivrl Lev I: = KplVr i nP jK gliir I nq 

Rearranging Equation C.5, the following equation is obtained. 

Ir 
= ( Kpivr i np -2 +fic ivr nq -2) vr* 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 
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Conjugating both side of Equation C.6 and rearranging, the following equation is 

obtained. 

Vr =( 
KPiv 

np -2 iK q ivr inq -2) 

Vr 

Equation C.7 can be restated as Equation C.8. 

(C.7) 

Yr =(GriVr I nP + jBr iVr ing -2) (C.8) 

where: Yr is the load admittance. 

Gr is the constant proportional to load conductance. 

Br is the constant proportional to load susceptance. 

If Yr is measured at a specified voltage (e.g. pre-fault voltage), and np and nem 

known, the values of G,. and Br can be determined. The values of Gr and Br can then be 

used to determine Yr at any other voltage. 

The values of np and nq for three types of loads are as follows. 

np = nq = 0 for constant power load. 

np = nq =1 for constant current load. 

np = nq = 2 for constant impedance load. 

Different methods for obtaining a practical value of np and nq for a particular type 

of load have been suggested [28, 30, 31,32]. In the absence of detailed data, the values of 

n p and nq can be assumed. 
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Appendix D. Voltages and Currents at the Line Terminals 

The voltages and currents at the terminals of the distribution line section, shown in 

Figure D.1, are related by the following equation [11]. 

M 

gm, mr 

R 

Figure D.1. Distribution line section between nodes M and R. 

Fvri 
L 

JA,n, B,,,, Vm 

irmi Lcm, AnriLimri (D.1) 

where: Vm and V, are voltages at nodes M and R respectively. 

/flu. and Im, are currents entering into the section from nodes M and R 

respectively. 

Amr,Bmr,Cm, and Dmr are the distribution section constants. 

The constants A,,,,, Bmr,Cmr,  and Dmr are given as 

Am, = cosh(y„L„), 

Bmr sink (y„L„,,), 

sinh (Ymr Cm, = and 
ZL, 

D mr  cosh ( y „„. L„„. ) ; 

where: ym, is the propagation constant per unit length, 

Lmr is the length of the section and 

Zs is the surge impedance of the section. 

(112) 
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The propagation constant and surge impedance for the section are obtained from the 

following equations. 

yftir = 4(rmr + jx„)(gmr + jb,) 

Zs „. + jx„
 = mr gm,. + jbmr

where: r is the section resistance per unit length. 

xmr is the section reactance per unit length. 

gmr is the section conductance per unit length. 

km. is the section susceptance per unit length. 

As the length of sections in a distribution line are short; the A, B, C and D 

constants of each section can be approximated as 

A =1, 

B = —Zsy L , 

C= L  and 

D = —1. 

Substituting A and D , Equation D.1 is restated by the following equation. 

(15) 

(D.6) 
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Appendix E. Power Systems Simulation Software 

This appendix gives a brief description of the power systems simulation software, 

PSCAD/EMTDC [33, 34], which was used for generating fault data for a Saskpower 

distribution system. EMTDC and PSCAD are a group of related software packages which 

provide the user with a flexible power systems electromagnetic transients simulation tool. 

EMTDC is the software which actually performs the electromagnetic transients analysis on 

the user defined power system. The various software modules which comprise PS CAD 

are the graphical user interface to EMTDC. PSCAD, enables the user to select 

preprogrammed models of power system components to graphically build the power 

system networks. The built-in library of PSCAD, has models of voltage and current 

sources, machines, lines, transformers, switches and measuring instruments among many 

other power system apparatus models. 

Compilation of the PSCAD network generates FORTRAN source code. The 

source code is then compiled using EMTDC which generates executable code that runs in 

the UNIX environment of the SUN SPARC workstation. Fault data generated by 

EMTDC was stored in a file. This data file was used for testing the proposed technique. 

Appendix F. Anti-aliasing Filter 

The voltages and currents during a fault consist of decaying dc, fundamental 

frequency (60 Hz) and high frequency components [35, 36, 37]. The high frequency 

components, whose frequencies depend on the distance to the fault, are due to traveling 

wave phenomenon. Additionally, harmonics of the 60 Hz components are produced 

because of non-linearities in the power system. 

Least Error Squares (LES) algorithm was used to estimate the fundamental 

frequency components of the voltage and current signals from the samples obtained from 

the simulation of faults. Depending on the rate at which the voltages and currents are 

sampled, some of the high frequency components can appear to be components of power 

frequency [38]. Sampling frequency for the LES algorithm was selected as 720 Hz. 
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An anti-aliasing digital filter was designed to pre-process the voltage and current 

samples obtained from simulation studies before presenting to the LES algorithm. The 

principle of anti-aliasing dictates that the cut-off frequency of the designed low-pass filter 

should be less than one-half of the sampling frequency of the LES algorithm. A fourth-

order low-pass digital filter with a cut-off frequency of 240 Hz was selected. 

A fourth order analog filter is obtained by cascading four first order filters to have 

better roll-off characteristic. The transfer function of such a filter is given as 

H(s) [s k , 

where: k is a constant and 

s is the Laplace operator. 

(F.1) 

In order to obtain the frequency response of the filter, the Laplace operator s, is 

replaced by ja and the following equation is obtained. 

H(A) = 
[ k 

ja+k
(F.2) 

The amplitude response of this analog filter should be -3dB at the cut-off 

frequency, a c. This requirement dictates that the following equation must be satisfied. 

jakc k
(F.3) 

The solution of the Equation F.3, provides the following relation between k and SI,. 

k= 2.29895920, (F.4) 

Digital implementation of the analog filter was performed using the bilinear transformation 

[39]. In this transformation, there is a conformal mapping from the s -plane to the z -

plane and is given as follows. 
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2 (1-z-11
s ---> 

AT 1+z 1

OT= 1 

Fs 

where: AT is the sampling interval. 

F. is the sampling frequency, 28800 Hz in this case. 

(F.5) 

(F.6) 

Due to the warping effect, the cut-off frequency of the digital filter is some what different 

than that of its corresponding analog filter. The cut-off frequency of the analog filter for a 

selected digital filter cut-off frequency is given by the following equation. 

_ 2 (o),AT)

AT tall 2 ) 

where: coc is the cut-off frequency of the digital filter, 240 Hz in this case. 

(F.7) 

Substituting values of AT and coc in Equation F.7, the cut-off frequency of the analog 

filter, Slc is obtained as 1508.3091 radians/second. Substituting value of 0, in 

Equation F.4, the value of k is obtained as 3467.5411. The transfer function for the 

fourth-order analog filter that has a cut-off frequency of 1508.3091 radians/second can, 

therefore, be expressed by the following equation. 

3467.5411 14
H(s) r Ls+ 3467. 5411i 

(F.8) 

Transfer function for the digital low-pass filter is obtained by substituting s in 

Equation F.8, from Equation F.5 and is given by the following equation. 

H(z) =  
1+ z-1

17.611195-15.611195z-1

Equation F.9 is restated by the following equation. 

(F.9) 
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H(z) = 1.0395484 X10-
1+1',

4

1-0.88643587z-1 i 
(F.10) 

Rearranging Equation F.10, the transfer function of the designed low-pass digital filter is 

obtained as follows. 

1.0395484 x10--5(1+ 411 + 612 +413 +14) 
H(z) = 

(1-3.545743511 +4.714611312 -2.786133713 +0.6174322214) 

Since, H(z) = 
X(z) 
Y(z)

, Equation F.11 is restated as follows. 

Y(z) -  1.0395484 x10-5(1+ 411+ 612 + 413 +14) 

X(z) (1-3.5457435z-1+4.714611312 -2.7861337z-3 +0.6174322214) 

Rearranging Equation F.12, the following equation is obtained. 

(F.11) 

(F.12) 

Y(z)(1-3.545743511 + 4.714611312 -2.786133713 +0.6174322214) 
(F.13) 

=1.0395484 x10-5(1+411 +612 +413 +z-4)X(z) 

Equation F.13 is restated in terms of a sequence of n samples as follows. 

y(n) = 1.0395484 x10-5 (x(n)+ 4x(n - 1) + 6x(n - 2) + 4x(n- 3) + x(n- 4)) 

+ 3.5457435y(n -1) - 4.7146113y(n-2)+2.7861337y(n- 3) 

- 0.61743222y(n- 4) 

Equation F.14 was used to implement the digital low-pass filter. 

(F.14) 

By substituting z = ei°162. into Equation F.11, the magnitude response of this filter is 

obtained and is shown in Figure F.1. 
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Figure F.1. Magnitude response of the fourth-order low-pass digital filter. 

Appendix G. Electrical Parameters of SaskPower Distribution System 

The SaskPower distribution system selected for testing the proposed technique, is 

again shown in Figure G.1. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
• 

L L L L L L L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A A A A A A A 
D D D D D D D 
# # # # # # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure G.1. Single line diagram of the SaskPower 25 kV distribution system. 

The electrical parameters of the system are given in Tables G.1, G.2 and G.3. 
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Table G.1. Equivalent distribution system source data. 

Base 
Voltage 
( kV ) 

Base 
Capacity 
(MVA ) 

Positive and Negative 
Sequence Impedance 

( p.u. ) 

Zero 
Sequence Impedance 

( p.u. ) 

25 100 0.68283+ j2. 98139 0.09496 + j1.39289 

Table G.2. Line data. 

Section 
Between 

Length 
of 

Series Impedance 
( Ohms / Mile) 

Shunt Admittance 
( Mhos / Mile ) 

Nodes Section Positive & Zero Positive & Zero 
(Miles) Negative Sequence Negative Sequence 

Sequence Sequence 

1 & 2 1.5 0.5600+ j0.8313 0.8456+ j2.7425 j6.02E - 06 j4.01E - 06 
2 & 6 10.0 0.5600+ j0.8313 0.8456+ j2.7425 j6.02E -06 j4.01E - 06 
6 & 7 2.5 0.5600+ j0.8313 0.8456+ j2.7425 j6.02E -06 j4.01E- 06 
7 & 8 3.2 0.8881+ j0.8675 1.1738+ j2.7788 j5.78E -06 13.85E- 06 
8 & 9 1.5 0.8881+ j0.8675 1.1738+ j2.7788 j5.78E -06 j3.85E- 06 

9 & 10 2.8 0.8881+ j0.8675 1.1738+ j2.7788 j5.78E -06 j3.85E- 06 
10 & 11 1.5 0.5600+ j0.8313 0.8456+ j2.7425 j6.02E - 06 j4.01E- 06 

Table G3. Load data. 

Number Load in 

Phase 

Connected Load 

( kVA ) 

 Composition ( % ) 

Heating Lighting Motor 

1 A 15.0 99.8 0.1 0.1 
2 A 15.0 99.8 0.1 0.1 

3 A 22.5 99.8 0.1 0.1 
4 B 15.0 99.8 0.1 0.1 
5 B 52.5 99.8 0.1 0.1 

6 C 55.0 99.8 0.1 0.1 
7 A, B & C 1000.0 0.1 0.1 99.8 
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The loads at a node is usually a mixture of heating, lighting and motor loads. 

Approximate composition of the load is expected to be known for a particular node. Due 

to limitations in power systems simulation software, load numbers 1 to 6 were simulated 

as a constant impedance load having a power factor 0.8 lag. Load number 7 was 

simulated with an available model of 500 h.p., 4.6 kV induction motor. The motor was 

connected to the 25 kV system through a 1000 kVA transformer. 

The power factor and response constants used for heating, lighting and motor 

loads are given in Table G.4. 

Table G.4. Power factor and response constants for different types of load. 

Type of 

Load 

Power 

Factor 

Response constant 

Active Reactive 

Heating 
Lighting 
Motor 

1.0 
0.85 lag 

0.8 lag 

2.0 
1.4 

1.3 

2.0 
1.4 

1.3 

The response constant of consolidated active loads was selected as 1.3, for all 

types of faults at different locations on the line. The response constant of consolidated 

reactive loads was selected as 1.3, for all types of fault except for balanced three-phase 

faults. For balanced three-phase faults, the response constant of consolidated reactive 

loads was taken as 3.0. 
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Appendix H. Additional Test Results 

Test results for phase B-to-ground, phase C-to-ground, phase B and phase 

C-to-ground, phase C and phase A-to-ground, phase A-to-phase B and phase B-

to-phase C faults are given in the Tables H.1 to H.30. 

Table H.1. Fault location estimates for the phase B-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

1.5 1.446 1.506 

4.0 4.003 3.996 

6.5 6.488 6.463 

9.0 8.961 8.996 

11.5 11.196 11.473 

14.0 13.595 13.999 

17.2 16.621 17.166 

18.7 18.027 18.703 

21.5 20.507 21.419 

23.0 21.881 22.988 
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Table H.2. Fault location estimates for the phase B-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.026 0.023 

1.5 1.446 1.506 
4.0 3.897 4.002 

6.5 6.341 6.497 

9.0 8.598 9.036 

11.5 10.976 11.538 
14.0 13.352 14.037 

17.2 16.367 17.189 

18.7 17.711 18.775 
21.5 20.302 21.507 

23.0 22.074 23.027 

Table H.3. Fault location estimates for the phase B-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.011 0.028 
1.5 1.432 1.502 
4.0 3.840 4.004 

6.5 6.246 6.487 

9.0 8.519 9.049 
11.5 10.875 11.555 
14.0 13.227 14.047 

17.2 16.245 17.191 

18.7 17.628 18.825 

21.5 20.626 21.547 
23.0 22.003 23.047 
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Table H.4. Fault location estimates for the phase B-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Mile) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Mile) 
Proposed Technique 

( Mile ) 

0.0 0.229 0.027 

1.5 1.657 1.381 

4.0 4.025 3.884 

6.5 6.370 6.398 

9.0 8.695 9.023 

11.5 11.107 11.521 

14.0 13.633 14.031 

17.2 16.644 17.097 

18.7 18.024 18.756 

21.5 20.672 21.496 

23.0 22.035 22.990 

Table H.5. Fault location estimates for the phase B-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 1.265 0.0 

1.5 2.665 1.106 

4.0 4.994 3.597 

6.5 7.317 5.917 

9.0 9.634 8.981 

11.5 11.969 11.402 

14.0 14.274 14.007 

17.2 17.182 16.875 

18.7 18.503 18.512 

21.5 20.957 21.467 

0_ 23.0 22.266 22.622 
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Table H.6. Fault location estimates for the phase C-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.249 0.0 

1.5 1.769 1.502 

4.0 4.021 4.004 

6.5 6.527 6.490 

9.0 9.032 9.010 
11.5 11.531 11.501 

14.0 14.000 14.012 

17.2 17.041 17.169 
18.7 18.513 18.693 
21.5 21.124 21.388 

23.0 22.567 22.939 

Table H.7. Fault location estimates for the phase C-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.323 0.022 

1.5 1.511 1.507 

4.0 4.052 4.002 

6.5 6.581 6.497 

9.0 9.100 9.036 

11.5 11.549 11.539 
14.0 13.799 14.039 
17.2 16.915 17.184 

18.7 18.374 18.794 

21.5 20.921 21.512 

23.0 22.326 23.025 
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Table H.8. Fault location estimates for the phase C-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

_..._ 
Actual Distance 

of the Fault 
( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.016 0.029 

1.5 1.556 1.502 

4.0 4.145 4.005 

6.5 6.704 6.486 

9.0 9.111 9.046 

11.5 11.285 11.562 

14.0 13.713 14.055 

17.2 16.806 17.185 

18.7 18.105 18.910 

21.5 20.754 21.623 

0 23.0 22.161 23.115 

Table H.9. Fault location estimates for the phase C-to-ground fault cases 

when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

.._ 
Actual Distance 

of the Fault 
( Mile) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Mile) 
Proposed Technique 

( Mile ) 

0.0 0.208 0.024 

1.5 1.813 1.376 

4.0 4.121 3.883 

6.5 6.469 6.406 

9.0 8.860 9.032 

11.5 11.249 11.549 

14.0 13.621 14.036 

17.2 16.545 17.112 

18.7 17.950 18.954 

21.5 20.523 21.881 

L 23.0 21.876 23.379 _ 
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Table H.10. Fault location estimates for the phase C-to-ground fault 

cases when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 1.261 0.0 

1.5 2.653 1.079 

4.0 4.970 3.566 

6.5 7.227 5.888 

9.0 9.578 8.967 

11.5 11.885 11.396 

14.0 14.159 13.994 

17.2 17.048 16.938 

18.7 18.403 19.271 

21.5 20.851 22.444 

23.0 22.178 23.953 

Table H.11. Fault location estimates for the phase B and phase C-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.115 0.0 

1.5 1.504 1.499 

4.0 3.981 3.981 

6.5 6.482 6.498 

9.0 8.922 8.990 
11.5 11.392 11.503 

14.0 13.861 13.999 

17.2 16.955 17.211 

18.7 18.443 18.711 

21.5 ' 21.225 21.501 

L 23.0 22.695 22.991 
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Table H.12. Fault location estimates for the phase B and phase C-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.063 0.0 

1.5 1.407 1.465 

4.0 3.860 3.970 

6.5 6.313 6.486 

9.0 8.767 8.978 

11.5 11.225 11.512 

14.0 13.647 14.040 

17.2 16.822 17.278 

18.7 18.305 18.842 

21.5 21.064 21.581 

23.0 22.514 23.069 

Table H.13. Fault location estimates for the phase B and phase C-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.073 0.0 

1.5 1.402 1.363 

4.0 3.859 3.900 

6.5 6.315 6.450 

9.0 8.770 8.911 

11.5 11.211 11.475 

14.0 13.665 13.989 
17.2 16.827 17.279 

18.7 18.302 18.917 

21.5 21.060 21.614 

23.0 22.529 23.115 
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Table H.14. Fault location estimates for the phase B and phase C-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.270 0.0 

1.5 1.775 1.144 

4.0 4.220 3.713 

6.5 6.681 6.235 

9.0 9.134 8.648 

11.5 11.599 11.172 

14.0 13.887 13.741 

17.2 16.960 17.043 

18.7 18.394 18.886 

21.5 20.987 21.547 

1 23.0 22.388 23.009 

Table H.15. Fault location estimates for the phase B and phase C-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

....., 
Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 

Reactive Component Method 
( Miles ) 

Proposed Technique 
( Miles ) 

0.0 2.087 0.0 

1.5 3.506 0.951 

4.0 4.970 3.566 

6.5 8.231 6.104 

9.0 10.589 8.316 

11.5 12.973 10.840 

14.0 15.252 13.473 

17.2 18.192 17.267 

18.7 19.563 19.182 

21.5 22.084 21.582 

23.0 23.437 22.990 
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Table H.16. Fault location estimates for the phase C and phase A-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.828 0.0 

1.5 1.560 1.502 

4.0 4.146 3.995 

6.5 6.453 6.498 

9.0 9.415 8.997 

11.5 12.085 11.509 

14.0 14.488 14.003 

17.2 17.135 17.212 

18.7 18.615 18.709 

21.5 21.364 21.501 

23.0 22.893 22.995 

Table H.17. Fault location estimates for the phase C and phase A-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the I
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.888 0.0 

1.5 1.532 1.463 

4.0 4.203 3.968 

6.5 6.888 6.485 

9.0 9.584 8.976 
11.5 11.863 11.513 

14.0 ' 13.691 14.048 

17.2 16.817 17.302 

18.7 18.272 18.871 
21.5 20.983 21.638 

23.0 22.423 23.136 
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Table H.18. Fault location estimates for the phase C and phase A-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.093 0.0 

1.5 1.548 1.358 

4.0 4.275 3.898 

6.5 7.002 6.447 

9.0 9.208 8.909 

11.5 11.336 11.470 

14.0 13.517 14.006 

17.2 16.612 17.344 

18.7 18.048 18.997 

21.5 20.724 21.726 

23.0 22.137 23.233 

Table H.19. Fault location estimates for the phase C and phase A-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.249 0.0 

1.5 1.885 1.126 

4.0 4.117 3.735 

6.5 6.513 6.247 

9.0 8.836 8.675 

11.5 11.218 11.206 

14.0 13.574 13.769 

17.2 16.570 17.262 

18.7 17.961 19.380 

21.5 20.586 21.973 

23.0 21.944 23.492 
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Table H.20. Fault location estimates for the phase C and phase A-to-

ground fault cases when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 1.995 0.0 

1.5 3.460 0.979 

4.0 5.779 3.698 

6.5 8.088 6.196 

9,0 10.403 8.402 

11.5 12.809 10.960 

14.0 15.044 13.830 

17.2 17.903 18.576 

18.7 19.229 20.686 

21.5 21.703 22.817 

23.0 23.170 24.386 

Table H.21. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 . -0.001 0.0 

1.5 1.502 1.498 

4.0 4.000 3.978 

6.5 6.488 6.496 

9.0 8.968 8.979 

11.5 11.187 11.502 

14.0 13.591 13.998 

17.2 16.645 17.215 

18.7 18.068 18.722 

21.5 20.721 21.539 

23.0 22.124 23.050 
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Table H.22. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.052 0.036 

1.5 1.434 1.532 
4.0 3.901 4.031 

6.5 6.358 6.529 

9.0 8.808 9.031 

11.5 10.999 11.541 

14.0 13.384 14.052 

17.2 16.431 17.270 

18.7 17.847 18.799 

21.5 • 20.485 21.592 

23.0 21.846 23.107 

Table H.23. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.072 0.064 

1.5 1.393 1.557 

4.0 3.827 4.056 

6.5 6.256 6.551 

9.0 8.499 9.060 
11.5 • 10.874 11.571 
14.0 13.243 14.087 

17.2 16.280 17.316 

18.7 17.687 18.868 

21.5 21.352 21.642 

23.0 21.719 23.154
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Table H.24. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.023 0.087 

1.5 1.398 1.563 

4.0 3.773 4.058 

6.5 6.093 6.555 

9.0 8.442 9.058 

11.5 10.792 11.584 

14.0 13.127 14.125 

17.2 16.260 17.413 

18.7 17.658 19.041 

21.5 20.763 21.748 

23.0 22.168 23.259 

Table H.25. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.326 0.111 

1.5 1.735 1.503 

4.0 4.088 4.007 

6.5 6.434 6.519 

9.0 8.876 8.926 

11.5 11.430 11.477 

14.0 13.827 14.007 

17.2 16.863 17.359 

18.7 18.271 19.109 

21.5 20.954 21.589 

23.0 '22.345 23.100 
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Table H.26. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 0.05 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.014 0.0 

1.5 1.505 1.499 

4.0 3.983 3.981 

6.5 6.454 6.499 

9.0 8.924 8.991 

11.5 11.393 11.503 

14.0 13.862 13.998 

17.2 16.957 17.208 

18.7 18.442 18.703 

21.5 21.223 21.490 

23.0 22.694 22.981 

Table H.27. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 5.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles ) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles ) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.030 0.043 

1.5 1.448 1.541 

4.0 3.908 4.041 

6.5 6.367 6.539 

9.0 8.808 9.031 

11.5 11.288 11.550 

14.0 13.750 14.059 

17.2 16.870 17.283 

18.7 18.355 18.804 

21.5 21.130 21.569 

23.0 22.587 23.056
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Table H.28. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 10.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.051 0.073 

1.5 1.420 1.570 

4.0 3.871 4.070 

6.5 6.324 6.567 

9.0 8.780 9.070 

11.5 11.237 11.585 

14.0 13.694 14.101 

17.2 16.834 17.349 

18.7 18.314 18.897 

21.5 21.072 21.639 

23.0 .22.663 23.145 

Table H.29. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 25.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 -0.027 0.105 

1.5 1.453 1.590 

4.0 3.920 4.084 

6.5 6.381 6.566 

9.0 8.837 9.065 

11.5 11.283 11.617 

14.0 • 13.737 14.168 

17.2 16.902 17.483 

18.7 18.564 19.154 

21.5 21.087 21.806 

23.0 22.530 23.291 
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Table H.30. Fault location estimates for the phase A-to-phase B fault 

cases when fault resistance is 50.0 ohm. 

Actual Distance 
of the Fault 

( Miles) 

Distance of the Fault Estimated using the 
Reactive Component Method 

( Miles) 
Proposed Technique 

( Miles ) 

0.0 0.310 0.145 

1.5 1.817 1.597 

4.0 4.321 4.065 

6.5 6.737 6.509 

9.0 9.108 9.012 

11.5 11.550 11.586 

14.0 13.953 14.200 

17.2 17.023 17.584 

18.7 18.446 19.422 

21.5 21.088 21.852 

23.0 22.496 23.318 
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